“ONE OF THE THINGS I LOVE MOST ABOUT FICTION: LEARNING … WHAT IT’S LIKE TO BE SOMEONE WHO IS NOT LIKE YOU.” —A SPECIAL SUMMER READING Q&A, P. 74
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reading Marvin’s writings for many
years and wanted to let him know that
his work makes a meaningful difference in readers’ lives.

MORE THAN A BUZZWORD
MAY 8, P. 32—ROBERT HELLAM/SEASIDE, CALIF.

Thanks to Sophia Lee for her interview
with Diane Langberg. I remember one
day breaking down into uncontrollable
tears (and I am from the generation of
boys who were strictly taught never to
cry) when a fellow teacher told me a
relative had sexually molested her
daughter, one of my favorite students.

CATHARINE BRANCH/LITCHFIELD, CONN.

Olasky’s column reminded me of my
own walk and of God’s perfect economy, one that does not waste a single
step on the circuitous route we seem
to follow and sometimes forge on our
way to eternity.

PROFOUND FOOLISHNESS
MAY 8, P. 20—JACK W. WESTALL JR./ASHEVILLE, N.C.

Thank you, Janie B. Cheaney, for the
courage to write such opinions. I hope
it is not too late. “Leftist ideology”
grows in popularity daily—at least in
the media, academia, and mainline
Protestant churches. This secular religion creates and promotes division
and racial animosity.
QUICK VERDICT FOR CHAUVIN
MAY 8, P. 16—HOWARD R. KILLION/OCEANSIDE, CALIF.

I’m troubled that the judicial authorities did not move the trial out of a city
already gutted by violence and did not
sequester the jury, especially when U.S.
Rep. Maxine Waters, D-Calif., threatened more violence if the “wrong”
verdict resulted. Derek Chauvin may
indeed be guilty, but trial by mob rule
taints this verdict.

UNGLAMOROUS
GRACE
Wow, threading a
needle indeed. But I’m
glad these churches
are stepping up to
the task of ministering
to repentant sex
offenders and other
ex-felons. May God
give them wisdom and
grace, and may others
follow their lead.
MAY 8, P. 46—LAURA WEIENETH/
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

CADETS CONQUERING COVID
APRIL 24, P. 65—CHARLES L. HARRIS/SOLOMONS, MD.

It was great to read that the sharing
of the gospel is accepted at the U.S.
Coast Guard Academy when it is often
rejected elsewhere in the military.
NEW AND IMPROVED WEBSITE
SCOTT RANDOLPH/ELIOT, MAINE

Thank you for updating your home
page. It more cleanly gets me to your
articles with their Biblical perspective.
SHERRIE IRVIN/STERLING, VA.

I like the design of your new website:
very modern, bright, and interesting.
But would you add a way to pause or
go back to rehear something during
the playing of your podcasts?
BARRY PANNEBAKER/DILLSBURG, PA.

Because of your website’s new format,
I ended up discovering and listening
to The World and Everything in It podcast for the first time.

PLAYING AGAINST POLITICS
MAY 8, P. 68—GLENN VERBRUGGE/CADILLAC, MICH.

Evangelicals do not have to contest the
transgender female athlete battle
alone. Even lesbian tennis star Martina
Navratilova said allowing “men who
decide to be female” to compete as
women is “insane and it’s cheating.”

CORRECTIONS
LETTERS AND COMMENTS
EMAIL editor@wng.org

BLESSED DISAPPOINTMENTS
APRIL 24, P. 72—CRAIG BOYD/SUMMIT POINT, W.VA.

Marvin Olasky’s column was a tremendous encouragement to this 57-yearold man struggling with what to do
with the rest of his life. I have been
10
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The Minneapolis couple living next to
a barricade near the George Floyd site
are Keith and Bethany Beyer (“Neighborhood barriers,” June 5, p. 46).
Andrea Palpant Dilley is online
managing editor for Christianity
Today (“Anchors for those who drift,”
June 5, p. 63).
READ MORE LETTERS AT WNG.ORG/MAILBAG

Notes from the CEO K EV I N M A RT I N

WORLD Watch
after a full year

Our video news program is doing well, but
we’d love to serve more classrooms

W

E ORIGINALLY ENVISIONED WORLD Watch, our daily video
news program for students, as a school-year-only program.
When we started planning for it, we assumed the program
would take extended summer and holiday breaks.
I’m glad we thought better of that plan!
Had we stuck with it, the WORLD Watch staff might be
lying on a beach right now instead of putting together
tomorrow’s program. And the thousands of families who
have made WORLD Watch a daily habit in their homes would have to find
another way to think through current events.
News doesn’t stop for summer, so WORLD Watch runs year-round.
As we near the end of the first year of WORLD Watch, here’s a quick
update: Probably because of the pandemic, more families subscribed to
the program than we expected. And also probably because of the pandemic, fewer schools and classrooms subscribed than we expected.
We’d like as many students to have access to the program as possible,
whether those students are watching with their siblings and parents at
home or with their classmates at school. We believe it’s important that
students develop news literacy, and particularly news literacy guided by
Biblical principles. Along with the news, the program introduces students
to people, places, things, and ideas, and gives them Biblical-thinking
tools with which to understand them.
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IT’S IMPORTANT
THAT STUDENTS
DEVELOP
NEWS LITERACY,
PARTICULARLY
GUIDED BY BIBLICAL
PRINCIPLES.

One goal for the coming year: provide
WORLD Watch access to more schools.
Of course we want more families too, but
we hate that the pandemic made it difficult for so many schools to use the program with their students. We’re doing a
lot of things to make it easier for them.
We love our public- and charter-school teachers and students, but
we’re also realistic enough to doubt any
public school would welcome an explicitly Christian program like WORLD
Watch into their classrooms. So I’d just
ask that if you know teachers or administrators at Christian schools, please
direct them to worldwatch.news/schools.
There, they can learn more about the
program and register for access.
If a teacher would like to have someone from our Member Services department provide more information about
the program, please email (with their
permission, of course) the teacher’s name
and email address to memberservices@
wng.org, subject line “WORLD Watch
interest.”
If you’d like to see a sample of the
program, you can find that on the website (worldwatch.news). Our team does
good work—I encourage you to check it
out.

EMAIL kevin@wng.org

When it comes to thinking about our bodies, confusion reigns.
How can we renew our understanding and see our bodies the way God does?
In Wonderfully Made, John Kleinig explains why bodies matter, building a
robust theology of the body and better appreciation of God’s very good creation.

To learn more and order, visit
lexhampress.com/wonderfullymade

Voices J O E L B E LZ

Meet the sheriff

A denominational split spurs a
lifelong journalism lesson

F

OR THE LAST 73 YEARS OF MY LIFE , June 7
has always been “Meet the Sheriff Day.” The
reason may explain why WORLD’s editorial
stance has, through the years, tended to be a
bit feisty. Early childhood experiences can
have a profound effect.
The setting was a small church on a gravel
road in rural eastern Iowa. The church’s pastor was my father, Max Belz. Dad was newly excited
about the gospel and had sold the prospering family
grain business so he could go to seminary, train for the
pastorate, and lead this little congregation in its evangelistic outreach to the Cono neighborhood.
There was a fly in the ointment. Along the way, Dad
had sensed a dangerous drift toward theological liberalism at the Presbyterian seminary where he had
enrolled. The very Biblical truth quickening the Cono
church he served was being downplayed at the seminary.
So Dad boldly told his denomination supervisors
that he would not be returning to the seminary and the
congregation was likely to transfer its affiliation to a
more conservative denomination. As part of that process,
the church had invited Dr. Carl McIntire to visit, speak,
and help Cono’s leaders sort through their options.
McIntire was an acknowledged leader of a growing
movement among conservative Presbyterians. Through
the Christian Beacon, his weekly newsprint tabloid, he
featured a firebrand fundamentalism and thrived on
this kind of conflict.
McIntire flew in from New Jersey on Monday, June
7—ready for his assignment. McIntire asked for a few
minutes for a quick nap, and it was while he slept that
Emery Hart, the sheriff of Buchanan County, showed
up with startling orders. They forbade McIntire, my dad,

14
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EARLY CHILDHOOD
EXPERIENCES CAN HAVE
A PROFOUND EFFECT.

and all the church members from entering the church
that evening. “They say the denomination owns the
property, and the judge agreed with them,” said Hart,
who had a reputation as a sincere leader of a Pentecostal church in the county seat. “They wanted me to serve
these papers at supper time, in order to disrupt the
whole evening’s plans. But I wanted to give you a little
help, and this gives you time to change your plans.”
Amazingly, it also gave the Iowa media time to catch
the story. Radio stations across the state reported on
the bully denominational honchos exiling people from
their own church. By that Monday evening, attendance
at the McIntire rally, which probably would have been
40-50 people, ballooned to several hundred people—
including a horde of reporters who never would have
bothered with the original event.
A landmark Cedar Rapids Gazette photo the next
day featured the dismayed congregation standing on
a lot across the street from what they thought was their
property. I say “landmark” partly because the picture
got some national circulation from the Associated Press
and partly because I am hunched in the lower right
corner of the photo.
McIntire himself went back the next day to New
Jersey to devote most of that week’s Christian Beacon’s
front page to his column titled “Meet the Sheriff.”
And one little boy standing on the edge of all this
was getting his first lesson—however unstructured—in
practical American journalism. It’s a lesson I ask a sovereign God to help me revisit every year, but especially
on June 7.

EMAIL jbelz@wng.org

D I S P AT C H E S
News A n a lys i s

By t h e Nu mbe rs

Hu m a n Ra ce

Qu o t a b l e s

Qu i ck Ta ke s

Tulsa’s century of lessons

What else can we learn from renewed attention
on the Tulsa Race Massacre?
by Michael Reneau

A

MERICA’S 2020 SUMMER UNOFFICIALLY BEGAN with the words “I can’t breathe.” George
Floyd’s death sparked a summer of demonstrations and protests that sometimes exploded
into riots and chaos, all laced with racial strife.
America’s 2021 summer unofficially began with a retrospective look at another racial
flashpoint: the Tulsa Race Massacre of 1921, which charred 35 blocks of the city’s Greenwood community. (Booker T. Washington had called it the “Negro Wall Street” since
so many blacks prospered there, and the name eventually became “Black Wall Street.”)
President Joe Biden visited Tulsa, and TV specials brought out photographs that

MIKE SIMONS/TULSA WORLD VIA AP
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A pastor
prays at
Oaklawn
Cemetery
during a
search for
remains
from the
massacre.
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News A n a lysis

were literally and racially black-andwhite. Many Americans had never heard
of the massacre, so here’s a brief review.
The tragedy began when a white
woman accused a black man of assaulting
her in an elevator. Then came an arrest,
an angry white mob, and fiery destruction and death. Local officials know of
37 people officially who died in the massacre, but some estimates go as high as
300 people killed, mostly black. Survivors may have buried some in mass
graves. Businesses, homes, and churches
burned.
The lynch mob didn’t remain just a
lynch mob. Local law enforcement deputized some whites, giving them guns,
ammo, and license to round up and
detain blacks. National Guardsmen
detained Greenwood residents too. Meanwhile white mobs looted what they could
and set the rest ablaze, shooting and
beating blacks along the way.
Despite immediate news coverage in
1921, for decades Tulsans and Oklahomans knew little of the massacre. My
father-in-law, a Tulsa native, never
learned of the event in school. Neither
did his oldest child, my brother-in-law,
who grew up in Tulsa. In 1996, Tulsa
County District Attorney General and
later Tulsa Mayor Bill LaFortune told a
reporter, “I was born and raised here,
and I had never heard of the riot.”
Tulsa business leaders discouraged
local writers from digging up information. Local colleges presured professors
not to teach it.
How did the Tulsa Race Massacre go
from a shunned school subject to the
reason a sitting president comes to Tulsa?
Current politics, of course, plays a part—
but many people wanted the truth.
Through the decades researchers, writers,
and curious community members compiled what they could. Some squirreled
away long-forgotten documents. Some
talked to survivors and their children. A
college student scratched out a thesis
here, a reporter threw together a story
there. Fifty years after the massacre, a
small gathering in a community hall was
the only organized remembrance.
18
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WE NOW KNOW
MUCH MORE
ABOUT WHAT
THE OKLAHOMA
COMMISSION
CALLED ‘THE MOST
IMPORTANT LEAST
KNOWN EVENT IN
THE STATE’S
ENTIRE HISTORY.’

In 1997, the Oklahoma Legislature
created the Oklahoma Commission to
Study the Tulsa Race Riot of 1921.
Decades of historical molehills coalesced
into a mountain of research that journalists and historians should have been

mining all along. “Too many early journalists and historians had dismissed
black sources as unreliable,” the commission wrote in its final report. “Too
few early librarians and archivists had
preserved black sources as important.
Both thereby condemned later writers
and scholars to a never ending game of
hide-and-go-seek, the rules rigged so no
one could win.”
But for four years, volunteers flocked
to whatever projects they could help
with: “What was surprising—stunning,
really … an unusual number of people
were volunteering to work at the historical society. Plain, ordinary citizens,
maybe forty or fifty of them, had asked
to help the commission as unpaid
researchers in the [Oklahoma Historical
Society] collections.”
The commission’s work resulted in a
detailed historical report on the massacre in 2001, accompanying essays from
historians and researchers, and a groundswell of media attention turned eyes from
across the United States to Greenwood
for the first time since June 1921.
We now know much more about what
the Oklahoma Commission called “the
most important least known event in the
state’s entire history.” But the story is
also one of dedication. The amateur historians and volunteers who kept pushing

UNIVERSAL HISTORY ARCHIVE/UNIVERSAL IMAGES GROUP VIA GETTY IMAGES

LEFT: Soldiers guard black residents on a
truck in Tulsa. CENTER: A man surrenders
during the riots. RIGHT: Part of the
Greenwood district that was burned.

for more information didn’t have to keep
digging. The state of Oklahoma didn’t
have to commission a study group or
commit millions of dollars to the
endeavor. Tulsa didn’t have to dig up
unmarked graves in a city-owned cemetery, looking for massacre victims buried
en masse.
On June 3, the Tulsa City Commission
unanimously passed a resolution apologizing for the massacre and called it the
“single worst incident of racial violence
in American history.” Some say the city
and state should financially help the
descendants of massacre victims, but
courts have ruled that the state doesn’t
have the authority to pay reparations,
and Tulsa Mayor G.T. Bynum doesn’t
think cash will fix what’s broken: “Direct
cash payments do not solve larger issues
that have been allowed to fester in Tulsa
for a century,” he told the Tulsa World.
The three known survivors of the
massacre and their families didn’t attend
the grand opening of a new center about
the massacre, called Greenwood Rising,
because they don’t think it’s enough.
They’ve sued Tulsa and governmental

agencies and are seeking immunity from
taxes, plus more. Residents and business
owners in Greenwood today worry that
the city will benefit from the spotlight
while Greenwood falls further behind
again.
Local debates on the best way to
make amends will continue, but not even
that would have happened if Tulsa and

Oklahoma had not done the hard work
of remembering. Moses told the Israelites, “Remember the days of old; consider
the years of many generations; ask your
father, and he will show you, your elders,
and they will tell you” (Deuteronomy
32:7). In 2021, perhaps a summer of
remembrance will replace 2020’s summer of strife.

LEFT: GREENWOOD CULTURAL CENTER/GETTY IMAGES; RIGHT: UNIVERSAL HISTORY ARCHIVE/UNIVERSAL IMAGES GROUP VIA GETTY IMAGES
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By t he Numbers

9.4 M

GUZZLING GAS . . AGAIN

The barrels-per-day
demand for gasoline for
the week ending May 21,
up 100,000 barrels from
the same week in 2020.

$69

The price per barrel for
West Texas Intermediate
crude oil on June 1, the
highest since 2018.

457

The number of oil rigs
operating in the United
States as of June 1, up
156 from the same week
in 2020.

9%

The amount below normal gasoline inventory
the United States had in
storage as of June 1, an
indication of growing
gasoline demand.

The amount U.S.
demand for gasoline
rose the week before
Memorial Day.
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THE NATIONAL AVERAGE for a gallon of unleaded gasoline heading into Memorial Day weekend, up $1.05
from the same time last year, according to AAA. Americans hitting the road again—creating greater demand—
coupled with shrinking oil and gas inventories is pushing gas prices to their highest
levels in at least three years. Analysts don’t expect substantial decreases soon, though
the oil industry is gearing operations back up after COVID-19-induced slowdowns.

ILLUSTRATION BY RACHEL BEATTY
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Hum an Ra c e

DIED

Beloved children’s author and illustrator
Eric Carle died on May 23 at age 91. His
most famous work, The Very Hungry
Caterpillar, has sold more than 55 million copies in more than 60 languages
since it was published in 1969. Carle
wrote and/or illustrated more than 75
books. Artistic encouragement came
from his kindergarten teacher and the
school’s “sun-filled room, large sheets of
paper, colorful paints, and fat brushes.”
He attended art school in Stuttgart, Germany. In 1952 he became a graphic
designer and illustrator before writing
his own books.
AC Q U I T T E D

Yair Lapid and Naftali Bennett

LEFT OUT

Israeli parties strike new deal
A new coalition government agreement
doesn’t include Benjamin Netanyahu

A
22

DIED

COALITION OF POLITICAL PARTIES agreed to a new governing coalition hours before a June 2 deadline. The deal between centrist opposition leader Yair Lapid and right-wing tech millionaire Naftali Bennett
prevented Israel’s fifth consecutive election in just over two years.
Days ahead of a June 13 parliament vote, the deal looked likely to end
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s 12-year rule. Lapid and Bennett
agreed to rotate the prime minister position over four years. Bennett,
a one-time Netanyahu ally, was to take the first two years. The coalition drew together a vast array of parties across the political spectrum,
including the left-wing Meretz party and Bennett’s right-wing Yamina
party. The United Arab List also became the first Arab party to join
a governing bloc. Netanyahu, currently facing corruption charges,
criticized the deal and claimed fraud marred a March election.
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A Pakistani appeals court on June 3 overturned the death sentence of a Christian
couple facing blasphemy charges based
on accusations they insulted Muhammad,
the founder of Islam. Shagufta Kausar
and her husband, Shafqat Emmanuel,
remained in two separate prisons since
their conviction in 2014. Authorities
detained the couple in 2013 after accusing them of sending a blasphemous text
message to a local cleric. The couple
argued they were not literate enough to
send the message. Blasphemy charges
often incite riots and lynchings in Pakistan. Amnesty International’s South Asia
deputy director, Dinushika Dissanayake,
urged authorities to protect the couple
and their lawyer, Saiful Malook, who also
defended Pakistani Christian Asia Bibi.
F. Lee Bailey, a controversial attorney
known for defending famous clients, died
June 3 at age 87. He left Harvard University to join the Marine Corps and became
a Marine pilot but later earned a law
degree from Boston University in 1960.
He made a name for himself defending
the alleged Boston Strangler, Albert
DeSalvo, from 1962 to 1964. He defended
other controversial public figures, most
notably O.J. Simpson, who was acquitted
on murder charges in 1995. In 2001 the
Florida and Massachusetts state bar associations disbarred Bailey on charges he
mishandled stock owned by a convicted
drug smuggler. He served six weeks in
federal prison for contempt of court
when he refused to turn over the stock.

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY RACHEL BEATTY: ORIGINAL PHOTO BY URIEL SINAI/GETTY IMAGES

Your homeschool
curriculum should
make your job

EASIER,

NOT HARDER
Moms who use Christian Light curriculum say:

“
“
“

So well organized, makes it so much easier
for a busy momma
Biblically rich, user friendly

Strong academically, easy to use, open & go

Visit christianlight.org to
view hundreds of sample
workbook pages, or to
request your free catalog.

W W W. C H R I S T I A N L I G H T. O R G

|

1.800.776.0478
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Q uo t ab l e s

“I don’t know if we’ll ever see
eye to eye on that day.”
Former Vice President MIKE PENCE, commenting on his conversations with former
President Donald Trump about the Jan. 6 riot at the U.S. Capitol. Pence made the remark
during a June 4 speech at a Republican fundraiser in New Hampshire.

“I was very disappointed that someone
would choose to censor my speech.”
Retired Army Lt. Col. BARNARD KEMTER after Hudson American Legion Auxiliary organizers
cut off his microphone in the middle of his Memorial Day speech in Hudson, Ohio, as he spoke of
the role freed black slaves played in the origins of Memorial Day. Kemter continued his speech
off mic. The Ohio American Legion said it was investigating the incident.

“My attacker—I prayed for him,
because I felt he needed prayers.”
VILMA KARI, 65, a Filipina American recovering from a broken pelvis and head injuries suffered
when a pedestrian randomly attacked her while she walked to church in New York City on March
29. The attack was among a spate of recent assaults targeting Asian Americans. She told
Good Morning America she had not yet recovered mentally and emotionally.

“A rule that’s written down and
not enforced is not a rule.”
Los Angeles Dodgers starting pitcher and 2020 Cy Young Award–winner TREVOR BAUER
on Major League Baseball’s rules prohibiting pitchers’ use of foreign substances to manipulate
baseballs. Baseball writers, citing advanced analytics, have questioned whether Bauer has used
foreign substances since 2020, though he has denied it.

“I hope I make it to 100 so we can
have five years together.”
JOY MORROW-NULTON, 95, who married John Shults Jr., also 95, on May 22. The New York
residents both had been widowed twice before Morrow-Nulton’s son introduced them in 2019,
according to The New York Times. “Nobody starts life at 95,” Morrow-Nulton said. “But we did.”
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INVALID EXCUSE A small-town
2 police
chief in Maine lost his badge

Q ui ck Ta ke s

after faking a police report to escape a
meeting with city officials. The Maine
Criminal Justice Academy voted to strip
former Fryeburg Police Chief Joshua
Potvin of his license after an investigation
concluded he faked a suspicious person
report last year to give himself a reason
to ditch a public meeting of the Fryeburg
Board of Selectmen. Although the agency
revoked Potvin’s license in February, the
report only became public information
in May.
LIVES TO SPARE Firefighters
3 EIGHT
in Chicago were stunned to watch a

cat survive a fifth-floor jump out a window to escape an apartment fire. According to Chicago Fire Department officials
who were videoing the blaze, the black
cat appeared in a fifth-story window of
the burning building, tested its footing
with its front paws, then leapt for life.
The cat landed on all four legs, bounced
once off the grass, then sped away. City
officials say no one was injured or killed
in the conflagration.

1

BUSTING WITH BUZZARDS
RESIDENTS OF ONE FLORIDA TOWN say federally protected turkey
vultures have taken over the neighborhood. According to Judy Oliveri
of Westchase, Fla., outside of Tampa, the massive scavenger birds
began showing up three years ago but have become a real nuisance
recently. “We could have 20 to 25 vultures on our roofs,” she told
WFLA. “They land on our screens, their under feathers are all over
the roof, their droppings are all over the place.” The vultures, which
have a 6-foot wingspan, are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty
Act, leaving residents helpless to defend their property from the
animals. Residents said the United States Department of Agriculture
has promised to help, but noted that bureaucrats have promised them
no timetable.
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ROAD REBEL California Highway
4 Patrol
officers on May 10 arrested a

25-year-old California man for riding in
the backseat of his Tesla Model 3 without
anyone in the driver’s seat. Officers spotted Param Sharma riding in the back of
the vehicle with the Tesla’s autonomous
driving feature engaged. Sharma, who
was booked and charged for two counts
of reckless driving, had been cited by the
California Highway Patrol for a similar
incident in April. In an interview with
KTVU, Sharma said he had no plans to
stop riding in the back of his car without
a driver. “I feel safer back here than I do
up there,” he told a reporter, adding that
he simply purchased a new Tesla after
authorities impounded his previous vehicle. “I’m very rich.”
A TOOTH TO REMEMBER After a
5 six-year
effort, an Australian man

has won the right to keep a tooth from
a shark that nearly took his life. An
18-foot great white shark attacked surfer
Chris Blowes off the Australian coast in
2015 in a traumatic incident that cost
Blowes his leg. Police turned Blowes’
ILLUSTRATION BY RACHEL BEATTY

surfboard over to local wildlife officials
because the board contained one of the
shark’s teeth, and local law makes it illegal to possess any part of a great white.
After recovering, Blowes, now 32, began
petitioning for an exemption that would
allow him to have the tooth. Finally, local
authorities this year granted Blowes the
exemption. The shark attack survivor
said he plans to mount the tooth in a case
and use it as a display piece for motivational speeches. “It’s a good souvenir to
show my grandchildren,” he told the BBC.
CATS For nine years a Chicago6 RAT
land animal shelter has taken a cre-

ative approach to the area’s rat problem.
Workers at the Tree House Humane Society release 10 to 15 cats every month onto
Chicago streets to help control neighborhood rodent populations. Over the
course of the program, shelter officials
say they’ve released more than 1,000
feral cats back into the city. But before
releasing any felines, shelter officials say
they spay or neuter the animals and work
with local residents and businesses to
find the best spots. Judging from pest
control company Orkin’s yearly rat infestation rankings, the program has had
limited impact: In October, Chicago
topped Orkin’s rankings as America’s
most rat-infested city for the sixth consecutive year.

bus got stuck in a traffic jam on the
bridge linking San Francisco and Oakland. Ohtani eventually made it back to
the team hotel and then attempted to get
to the Oakland Coliseum via public transportation. After having trouble with a
transfer on the Bay Area Rapid Transit
network, Ohtani informed Angels manager Joe Maddon he’d be about an hour
later than his planned 4 p.m. arrival at
the stadium. Citing Ohtani’s need for
pregame routine, Maddon elected to
allow another Angel to pitch and used
Ohtani as his designated hitter.

I’M
VERY RICH.

WAS HIS DOWNFALL Author9 DAIRY
ities in the United Kingdom jailed a

Liverpool man for drug offenses on May
21 thanks to a photo of the man holding
a block of fine cheese. Using photo editing software, authorities analyzed the
fingerprints of the hand in the picture
and matched them to 39-year-old Carl
Stewart. Investigators found the picture
last year when British authorities hacked
into EncroChat, an encrypted messaging
service used by European drug traffickers and other criminals. Police say Stewart used the account to coordinate drug
transactions. But it was his love of
cheese—and his desire to show off the
block of mature blue Stilton to one of his
associates—that led to his undoing.

CRUISING FOR TROUBLE Police in
7 Miami
busted a 28-year-old woman

on May 10 for trespassing at a local high
school, where she had apparently been
trying to promote cruise trips. According
to Miami police, school security caught
the Carnival Cruise Line saleswoman
posing as a student and asking students
to follow her on the social media website
Instagram. Police said security footage
showed the woman handing out flyers
with her social media handle to students.
Police arrested the woman and charged
her with burglary, trespass, and resisting
arrest.
GAME DELAY Traffic on the Bay
8 Bridge
kept Los Angeles Angels star

pitcher Shohei Ohtani from making a
start against the Oakland Athletics on
May 27. According to Angels officials,
Ohtani fell behind schedule when a team
0 6.26.2 1
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Baylor’s dilemma
Is the university making the
right call on LGBTQ issues?

T

HE PASTOR of the Presbyterian Church
(USA) we had begun attending admitted he
was in a bind. Though he had inhaled some
of the mainline denomination’s liberal
breezes, he wasn’t comfortable with the
rumors of sexual liberation from higher-ups
in the General Assembly. “I’ve put in a lot
of years,” he told us during a pastoral visit.
“But if they start ordaining homosexual pastors, I don’t
know what I’ll do.” We understood. He was less than 10
years away from retirement. Without coming out and
saying so, he was hoping to reach that milestone before
the liberals reached theirs, so he could retire with a
clear conscience and a pension.
That was 1988. We left the PCUSA a few years later
and lost contact with the pastor, but he got his wish:
The more conservative elements of the denomination
held the line until 2011, when the 219th General Assembly voted to allow ordination of homosexuals as pastors,
elders, and deacons. If the decision had come a couple
of decades earlier, what should our pastor have done?
Easy to say he should transfer his congregation to
a more traditional (i.e., Biblical) Presbyterian denomination, surrendering his retirement fund and plunging
into a legal maelstrom over church property. Easy to
say, “Just step out of the boat and walk toward Jesus—
He’ll hold you up.” But out of 12 loyal disciples in that
dramatic test case, the only one who was willing to try
failed. How many of us would even try?
I was reminded of that pastor by the Baylor University Board of Regents’ recent decision to charter LGBTQ
student groups. The board’s action was a long time
coming, yet entirely predictable. Cultural imperatives,
both inside and outside the university, have been lean-
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THE BOAT WILL BE
SWAMPED, AND CHRISTIAN
INSTITUTIONS WILL HAVE
TO BRAVE THE STORM.

ing hard, and the administration finally caved. Or they
accommodated, depending on one’s perspective.
“A Guide to the Decision of the Baylor Board of
Regents To Strengthen Care for LGBTQ+ Students on
Campus” may shed more light on that perspective than
it means to. In the online document, the board insisted
the university remains “firmly grounded in its beliefs,
statements and policies related to human sexuality.”
Yet “Baylor is a place where the health and wellbeing
of students come first.” (We outsiders might have
thought that the students’ education came first, but
perhaps that’s an outmoded concept.) The guide referenced high rates of suicide among LGBTQ youth as
a concern for all Christian institutions, as well as their
human need for community, respect, and support.
“Community” trumps all, receiving six mentions in a
two-page document.
What about community with Christ? The only mention of Christ is where “Baylor administrators will
approach this work with a spirit of grace and truth, just
as Jesus did.” The goal of “this work” is an LGBTQ
student group “consistent with the core beliefs and
values of the University.” Meaning what, exactly?
The last paragraph may be artlessly revealing: “Additionally, federal and state guidance continues to
evolve”—just as moral standards do. Guidance leads to
rules and rules to funding, and Baylor is in the same
unhappy position as other Christian institutions now
feeling the heat. The Board of Regents did not suddenly
wake up and realize there were LGBTQ students on
campus. For years it rejected requests for charter from
the Sexual Identity Forum, a student advocacy group.
What changed is the growing rumble of pressure. Rather
than wait for a lawsuit, or loss of accreditation or withdrawal of federal student loans, the administration of
the world’s largest Baptist university is attempting to
protect itself.
And from a practical point of view, who could blame
them? The survival of an institution is at stake, much
more than an individual pension or small business, and
I don’t know the answer. I do know that chartered
LGBTQ student groups on campus won’t satisfy the
activists. The boat will be swamped, and Christian
institutions, if they remain Christian, will have to brave
the storm and step out. The only question is when. 
EMAIL jcheaney@wng.org TWITTER @jbcheaney

Arriving Fall 2021 — A Book Your
Family Will Treasure for Years to Come

GOD WITH US: A JOURNEY HOME
by Jeremy Pierre, with illustrations by Cassandra Clark

Transform your children’s experience of life in this sad, wonderful world as they journey home
to God by following Scripture’s epic story. God With Us presents your children with:
• One Panoramic Theme: Your children will see in panoramic display one grand theme at the heart of Scripture’s story, from
Genesis to Revelation: the presence of God.
• Jesus Christ: Jesus Christ, the Son of God, is presented to your children as the fulfillment of everything they were made to be.
• Realism About Life: This is an honest storybook about a fallen world, full of excitement and joy as well as sadness and fear.
• Luxurious Visuals: The full-color illustrations are intentionally arranged to move between large sweeping landscapes and small
arresting moments, evoking in children a sense of awe at the grand scale of life, even in the daily moments.
• An Experience for the Eyes, Ears, and Heart: Art—in visual, audible, and verbal form—makes beautiful the things that God calls
beautiful. This book will capture your children’s imagination.
• Dramatized, Read-Aloud Edition: In addition to the high-quality hardcover, bring each chapter to life even more with the soonto-be-available special Read-Aloud Edition, which features narration, music, soud effects, and visual cues for children to enjoy.

Shepherd Press
Gospel Driven •Heart Focused • Life Changing

Learn more and read a sample at
shepherdpress.com/godwithus

MAKE CONNECTIONS

Take them places. Show your friends and family the world by providing
sound journalism that’s grounded in facts and Biblical truth.
They could go from overwhelmed and disillusioned to
informed and inspired with a gift sub.

WORLD subscribers get a reduced
annual gift rate of $39.99.
Choose your way to send WORLD:
wng.org/equip | 828-435-2981
(Monday - Friday, 9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m., ET).
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Mu si c

MISSING THE UPRIGHTS

Under the Stadium Lights fails to convey effectively
either faith or football drama
by Collin Garbarino

U
SABAN FILMS

NDER THE STADIUM LIGHTS , a new film based on the book Brother’s Keeper by Al Pickett and Chad Mitchell, purports to show how faith helped the Abilene Eagles win the
2009 Texas high-school football championship. But this faith-based movie attempts to
be all things to all people, and ultimately it doesn’t work for anyone.
As the voiceover says in the opening scenes, “Here in Abilene, we got faith, we got
family, and we got football. The holy trinity.” Yikes.
The film begins with the Eagles’ loss in the 2008 playoffs, telling viewers the Eagles
won’t have a shot in the 2009 season because too many starters graduated. We’re
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meant to see this team as underdogs with something to prove. Chad Mitchell, played
by Mel Gibson’s son Milo, acts as a spiritual mentor to these young men. When he’s
not busy pastoring a church or serving as a police officer or receiving dirty looks
from his wife, Chad encourages the players to be their brother’s keeper, and most
of the film follows the troubled lives of three of these teens.
Although the movie has some touching scenes, Under the Stadium Lights suffers
from uneven production values. The
soundtrack is melodramatic. Its narrative
is difficult to follow, jumping around from
one boy’s hardship to another’s. Acoryé
White and Carter Redwood, who play
cousins on the team, manage capable
performances in spite of the script’s
stilted dialogue. Laurence Fishburne has
a minor part as Harold the barbecue
restaurateur, and he provides the only
moments of joy and humor. His presence
serves to remind viewers what they’re
missing once his brief scenes are over.
But does the film deliver on its promise to highlight Abilene’s dedication to
faith, family, and football? Not really.
For a football movie, Under the Stadium Lights contains precious little
sports action. The filmmakers interspersed their disjointed narrative with
brief television clips of real-life highschool football games. The low-quality
footage offers no emotional tension. It’s
not until the 80th minute of this 109minute film that viewers actually see
some cinematic football action. The film
tries to present the 2009 Abilene Eagles
as underdogs, but we never get a reason
to believe this undefeated team is struggling on the field.
The only struggles we see are broken
families, in spite of the opening claim
that in Abilene “we got family.” One
player suffers because he aches for an
absent father. Another struggles to love
his incarcerated mother. A third fights
with his brother who joined a gang. Even
Chad’s relationship with his wife and
daughter is in jeopardy because he’s too
busy for his family. The Abilene Reporter-
News reported many of Abilene’s residents, after watching an early screening
in March 2019, were disgusted with the
film because of the unflattering portrayal

THE ONLY
STRUGGLES WE
SEE ARE BROKEN
FAMILIES.
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of their town and families. The film communicates without subtlety that people
from broken homes can find family
either on a football team or in a street
gang.
The church ought to be the place
where broken people can find a family,
but this faith-based movie has little faith
to offer. We get a glimpse of Chad shaking hands at church. One of the team
members prays aloud before a meal.

Harold leads his restaurant patrons in a
rousing chorus of the African American
spiritual “Amen, Amen.” Chad tells the
teammates they’re doing a good job of
being their “brother’s keeper,” but we
don’t see evidence of this beyond an
occasional “How’s it going?” No one talks
about sin, even though the players are
surrounded by it. No one mentions
redemption, as if the goal of the gospel
is to win a state championship. And most
startling, no one utters the words “Jesus”
or “Christ” a single time, though the
filmmakers ensured a PG-13 rating by
including a few instances of profanity.
Maybe in Abilene we got faith, family,
and football. But one thing this movie
won’t have is an audience.
SABAN FILMS

by Sharon Dierberger

It’s a bad sign when you find yourself
checking your watch during a movie.
Cruella, the new Disney release
(rated PG-13 for violence, drinking,
and some profanity), seems cruelly
long, with weak humor, overbearing
music, and mostly unlikable characters. Two dogs are cute. Viewers
learn who Cruella de Vil was before
she gained her sinister reputation.
Cruella as a youngster is 12-yearold orphan Estella (Tipper SeifertCleveland). She joins up with two
boys—one clever and one buffoonish—together devising Oliver Twist–
like schemes to rob people. But she’s
always longed to be a fashion
designer.
The adult Estella (Emma Stone)
eventually lands a job at London’s
top fashion house. Occasionally, her
character evokes sympathy. She’s a
marvelous designer, but her schizophrenic demise into her Cruella persona provokes cringes. She’ll do
anything to wreak revenge on her
nemesis, an evil baroness (Emma
Thompson) whom Cruella is too
much like.
Cruella shines with glamorous
costumes, several A-list actors, and
detailed settings that entice viewer
eyeballs, but this prequel to the 101
Dalmatians franchise is not a family-flavored Disney film. Don’t expect
any playful, precious Dalmatian
pups. The only spotted canines are
snarling pets of the baroness, who
shove a woman off a cliff.
CRUELLA: DISNEY ENTERPRISES, INC;

CRU EL I N S PI R AT ION Actress Tallulah Bankhead (1902-1968), known for her wild lifestyle, is said to have inspired the original Cruella de Vil character.

In need of puppies

ROLLICKING RIDE

Horse film will delight young-girl audiences
by Sharon Dierberger

IT’S A RARE GIRL who hasn’t dreamed of having her own horse and
galloping off on far-flung adventures. Spirit Untamed, a DreamWorks
production, will transport those girls—or any viewer—to a fun frontier where the bad guys are bad, but not creepy, and the good guys
are gals. The film, rated PG for action adventure, projects upbeat,
overt messages about being fearless, never giving up, and doing what’s
best for family—all without being sappy.
Twelve-year-old Lucky Prescott (voiced by Isabela Merced) heads
from the big city to the frontier. On the train she glimpses a wild
mustang she’s instantly enthralled with, later dubbing him “Spirit.”
She’s going to spend the summer with her father, Jim (Jake Gyllenhaal), who sent her to live with relatives when his wife—Lucky’s
mom—died doing an acrobatic stunt on a horse.
Two horse-loving gals with spunk and personality themselves
quickly befriend Lucky, encouraging her quest to ride Spirit. After
villainous wranglers rustle Spirit’s herd, driving it across canyons, the
three pals give chase, facing daunting,
precipitous paths like Ridge of Regret.
Their pursuit isn’t all danger, and one
evening finds them devouring marshmallows by the campfire as they sing
and devolve into fits of girlish giggles.
The horse-rescue plot is similar to
its popular 2002 predecessor, Spirit:
1 National Velvet
Stallion of the Cimarron, but this is a
(1944)
better movie, with stronger subplots
2 International Velvet
about family and friendships. And the
(1978)
mix of ethnicities among both the good
3 The Horse in the Gray
and bad characters in this film seems
Flannel Suit (1968)
more normal and unforced. Kids will
4 Blue Fire Lady (1977)
enjoy the ride. You may, too.
One caveat: After watching, your
5 Misty (1961)
child may beg for that pony again.
RECOMMENDED BY COWGIRL MAGAZINE

FIVE CLASSIC
HORSE FILMS
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FISHING
FOR A LIVING

In Blue Miracle, orphan boys and a
gruff fisherman become unlikely partners
in a fishing competition
by Sharon Dierberger

B
34

LUE MIRACLE, recently released on Netflix, is a fish tale
based on a true story. Whether or not rods and reels rock
your world, you and the whole family will enjoy this catch.
Rated PG for intense action and occasional crude slang,
the film follows Omar Venegas (Jimmy Gonzales), who
with his wife Becca (Fernanda Urrejola) runs an orphanage
for boys in beautiful Cabo San Lucas, Mexico. But the
orphanage, Casa Hogar, is not so beautiful. It’s in dire need
of repairs, especially after Hurricane Odile sweeps through.
It’s also in debt to the bank for $117,000.
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Desperate times call for unusual measures. Every year, Cabo hosts Brisbee’s
Black and Blue, a blue marlin fishing
tournament—the biggest in the world—
awarding huge cash prizes. But this year,
because of the hurricane, many international competitors have bailed. So the
host opens the tourney to local fishermen. Through odd circumstances, Papa
Omar—as he’s affectionately known by
his boys—and the orphanage enter the
competition. None of the boys has ever
fished before.
You may have already seen this plot
play out before, on a football field or
basketball court instead of an ocean, but
these underdogs are still worth watching.
I only wish the film had offered more
backstory on the orphans. We see only
glimpses of why they wound up homeless.
The genuine compassion of Omar for
the street kids—one of whom he used to
be—and the way he embraces all the boys
and their quirks and fears, keeps you hoping for a happy outcome. Each subplot,
though embellished, grabs viewers, too.
There’s the grizzled, gruff, washed-up
Capt. Wade (Dennis Quaid) who takes
Omar and the boys aboard his dirty,
decrepit fishing boat. He’s abandoned
his wife and son for the last five years,
mistakenly believing that by catching
prize-winning fish his family will esteem
him as a great man. One of the boys calls
him out: “A fishing trophy? We all lost
our dads for stupid reasons—bullets,
drugs, prison. But right now, I’m feeling
kinda lucky compared to your son.”
Gradually, the captain starts thinking
less about winning prizes and more about
the kids. After he brags about the scar
on his leg from fighting a marlin, he quiets when the boys laugh and start comparing their own scars—from abusive
adults in their lives.
Each boy has difficulties to overcome.
Omar is determined to help them: He
encourages one boy, Tweety, to write
down his problems and nail them to a
door, giving them to God. The nail
becomes symbolic throughout the movie,
including when Omar finally hurls it into
the sea.
Omar faces his own hard choices
about the orphanage. One of those decisions is as life-changing as winning the
prize money would be.
CARLOS RODRIGUEZ/NETFLIX

LAT E SW I TC H Actor David Oyelowo only decided to direct The Water Man after the scheduled director left the project.

BOX OFFICE
TOP 10
WEEKEND OF JUNE 4-6, ACCORDING TO
BOX OFFICE MOJO. QUANTITY OF SEXUAL
(S), VIOLENT (V), AND FOUL-LANGUAGE (L)
CONTENT ON A 0-10 SCALE, WITH 10 HIGH,
FROM KIDS-IN-MIND.COM

				

S V L

1 The Conjuring R . . . . . 1 7 3
2 A Quiet Place
Part II* PG-13 . . . . . . . . . 1 6 2
3 Cruella* PG-13 . . . . . . . . 1 5 2
4 Spirit Untamed* PG . . . 1 3 1
5 Raya and the Last
Dragon* PG . . . . . . . . . . 1 3 1
6 Wrath of Man R. . . . . . . 4 9 10
7 Spiral R . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 10 10
8 Demon Slayer:
Mugen Train R . . . . .  not rated
9 Godzilla vs.
Kong* PG-13 . . . . . . . . . . 1 6 4
10 Dream Horse* PG . . . . . 1 2 3
*REVIEWED BY WORLD

A LEGEND IN
THE WOODS

In The Water Man, two
children’s quest to find a
mysterious figure will
intrigue viewers but may
scare younger kids

TOP 10 FOCUS
Dream Horse is based on the
true story of an underdog
racehorse named Dream Alliance that outperforms expectations on the track. While
many viewers will cheer along
with the winner’s-circle celebrations, some may find it sad
that the owners’ sense of
worth seems to ride on the
back of their prized stallion.
—from WORLD’s review at
wng.org

by Marty VanDriel

“IN THE TOWN OF PINE MILLS, for generations, people claimed to see a tall,
shadowy figure emerging from a lake,
with fire on his chest and hope in his
eyes.”
Fear not, viewers: This tantalizing
opening to The Water Man, available on
Amazon Prime and other streaming platforms, does not mean you’ve chosen a
horror film or Sasquatch documentary.
David Oyelowo’s directorial debut is a
delight, with just enough danger and
intrigue to keep you riveted.
Young Gunner Boone (Lonnie Chavis)
draws and writes graphic novels, a talent
his mom Mary (Rosario Dawson) encour-

DREAM HORSE: BLEECKER STREET; THE WATER MAN: KAREN BALLARD/RLJE FILMS

ages, while his father Amos (played by
director Oyelowo) is not so sure. Shortly
after the family’s move to a small Oregon
town, Mary’s cancer takes a turn for the
worse: Mom tries to hide the severity
from her son, but he finds out things are
looking bleak.
Exploring his new town, Gunner
learns the legend of the Water Man, the
lone survivor of a tragic accident. Locals
believe the Water Man haunts the nearby
woods, looking for the body of his
drowned wife, whom he wants to bring
back to life with the same stone that protected him.
Young Jo Riley claims to know exactly
where to find the mysterious figure, and
for a few dollars she’ll tell the neighborhood kids tales to keep them awake at
night. But Gunner doesn’t want stories:
He believes the Water Man can keep his
mom alive, and he’s determined to find
him. So begins the quest of Jo and Gunner
through the woods and toward danger.
As the duo wander toward an uncertain destination, viewers may notice
echoes of the Lord of the Rings or C.S.
Lewis’ Narnia stories. Jo turns out not to
know as much as she has let on. Meanwhile back at home, Gunner’s parents
grow worried about his absence, and Dad
takes matters into his own hands as he
strikes off into the forest himself.
Some of the adventures in The Water
Man may be too frightening for younger
children (the PG-rated movie has a few
curse words and scary images). Without
giving away spoilers, suffice it to say the
quest produces mixed results, including
some lessons learned. When Gunner’s
family is reunited and life returns to normal, the boy inquires, “Hey, Dad, if you
had to choose between a short life with
a lot of love in it, or a very long life with
no one left to love, which one would you
choose?”
Without hesitation, Amos replies, “I
would take the shorter life with your
mom in it, than a long one without her.”
That seems to be the ultimate message of the film: Love and relationships
are precious, and we should enjoy every
day given to us with the people in our
lives.
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Dystopian TV series Sweet Tooth
portrays a ravaged world, but hope shines
through the darkness
by Collin Garbarino

I
36

N RECENT YEARS we’ve been inundated with dystopian
entertainment. Netflix’s new post-apocalyptic series Sweet
Tooth feels a little different because it lets hope shine
brightly through the destruction and darkness. The story
is set in America after “The Great Crumble”: a deadly
pandemic killed billions and children are being born as
animal-human hybrids. The world is in a state of lawlessness, and no one knows whether the hybrids caused the
virus or the virus created the hybrids.
Sweet Tooth is based on a comic book series launched
in 2009, but some of the pandemic imagery—masks, distancing, temperature checks—feels all too familiar. The
comic series was dark and violent, but this Netflix adaptation lightens the mood, offering viewers who’ve weathered the COVID-19 pandemic some joy amid the sorrow.
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T H E EA RS H AVE I T While playing Gus, child actor Christian Convery wore animatronic deer ears remotely controlled by puppeteer Grant Lehmann.

HYBRIDS ‘R’ US

The story begins 10 years after the
first wave of the H5G9 virus hit America.
Gus (Christian Convery) is a deer-human
hybrid: He’s a lot like a normal boy
except for the antlers, the ears, and the
tendency to swig maple syrup. He’s been
hiding in Yellowstone National Park
since the beginning of “The Great Crumble.” When Gus meets Jepp (Nonso
Anozie), a dangerous ex-military man,
things change, and Gus convinces the
big man to help him find his family in
Colorado. But the world outside is wilder
than Gus’ home in the forest, and Jepp
must protect Gus from poachers who
hunt down and exterminate hybrid children.
Sweet Tooth features two other stories running parallel to Gus and Jepp’s.
Dr. Singh (Adeel Akhtar) lives in what’s
left of the suburbs, and he’s desperately
looking for a cure to the virus before the
next wave. Aimee (Dania Ramirez) is a
lonely woman who finds a purpose for
her life when she begins to shelter hybrid
children. By the end of the season these
three stories converge.
The themes of this series aren’t anything new: Humans risk extinction by
disrespecting nature, people fear that
which is different, and mercenaries with
hearts of gold protect youngsters. Even
so, the show works, thanks primarily to
strong performances from Convery and
Anozie. Gus’ wide-eyed innocence and
optimism are the heart of the show, and
Convery manages to blend perfectly the
scamperings of a 10-year-old boy with
the scamperings of a young deer.
The show, rated TV-14, contains many
suspenseful moments as well as some
violence, but the scary elements aren’t
too heavy. Each episode contains the
equivalent of PG-13 language, which is
a shame, because without the profanity
some families would feel comfortable
letting children Gus’ age watch the show.
Still, it’s worth noting Netflix moved in
the right direction with the series by
toning down the more explicit content
of the original comic books.
Be warned: Don’t expect the pandemic or the fate of the hybrid children
to be resolved. The eight-episode season
ends on a cliffhanger, and whether Netflix orders a second season will depend
on this one’s popularity.
NETFLIX

Gridiron mission
by Bob Brown

The new film 12 Mighty Orphans recounts
a Texas orphanage’s first glorious football
season. The historically based movie
spreads its dramatic capital thin, though,
and it strains its PG-13 rating with dozens
of expletives.
Set in the 1930s when Texans were
reeling from the Great Depression and
the Dust Bowl drought, the story focuses
on a dozen teen boys and four adults at
the Masonic Home, an orphanage in Fort
Worth. Frank Wynn (Wayne Knight)
“keeps the hooligans in line” with a
wooden paddle, and he personally profits from the orphanage’s cottage industries. Doc Hall (Martin Sheen) patches
the boys up after Wynn’s beatings and
nips liquor from a flask. The orphanage
hires Rusty Russell (Luke Wilson), a math
teacher and successful football coach,
and his wife Juanita (Vinessa Shaw), also
a teacher.
“We left everything for a place with
nothing,” Juanita tells her husband.
“That’s exactly why we came,” Rusty
replies.
Inspiring mission, but the film
recounts it with football-playbook dispassion—just X’s and O’s, no hugs and
kisses. For example, a potentially fun
scene where the boys sneak out to a theater lasts barely a minute. The film relegates the orphanage girls to background
furniture and fails to express warmth in
any heroic character. Despite compelling
material, 12 Mighty Orphans fumbles an
opportunity to make viewers cheer.
12 MIGHTY ORPHANS: SONY PICTURES; A QUIET PLACE PART II: PARAMOUNT PICTURES

MAN AGAINST
MONSTERS

A Quiet Place Part II is packed with 
jump-scares for theatergoers
by Emily Belz

FOR MONTHS a yellowed poster for A Quiet Place Part II, the sequel
to John Krasinski’s hit 2018 apocalyptic alien film, hung outside the
shuttered movie theater in my New York City neighborhood. The film
was supposed to premiere last year, right when the pandemic turned
New York into an apocalyptic setting of its own. I couldn’t help but
feel some parallels with the “before” and “after” of the pandemic.
In this film we cut back to the day before the sound-sensitive,
human-destroying monsters come to Earth, as the townspeople go to
a baseball game blissfully unaware of what is coming. Then we cut to
“Day 474,” when the ragged surviving family (played by Emily Blunt,
Millicent Simmonds, and Noah Jupe) is busy gathering oxygen, medicine, and food.
Unlike countless superhero movies obsessed with the villains’
origins, Krasinski wisely ignores the origins of these murderous aliens.
He thinks it’s more interesting in Part 2 to look at how the other
humans have reacted to the monsters.
The root of the word apocalypse means “to reveal.” What does
this apocalypse reveal about the ugliness of human nature? One scene
here is scarier than anything involving the blind monsters: other
humans who have silently turned into monsters themselves.
This film, rated PG-13 for violence and a profanity, is a little scarier than the first one, partly because the newborn baby in the family
raises the stakes of every encounter with the monsters. But like its
predecessor, the film mostly frightens with jump-scares. With no
wasted minutes and sound central to the plot, Part 2 is a good theater
movie—our pandemic era’s Jurassic Park. Krasinski has also left the
door open to a Part 3.
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light
I am the light of the world. If you follow me,
you won’t have to walk in darkness.
J O H N 8 : 1 2 N LT

God’s word
for this
generation

STREETLIGHTSNEWTESTAMENT.COM

joy
Then Jesus opened their minds
to understand the Scriptures.
L U K E 2 4 : 4 5 N LT

Rediscovering
the joy of
reading God’s
Word

IMMERSEBIBLE.COM
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B o o ks

On being
human

Books on Christianity, the
sanctity of life, and more
by Marvin Olasky

Rebecca McLaughlin’s The Secular Creed
(The Gospel Coalition, 2021) is a brilliant
short book on an everyday problem: How
should we react when we
walk down the street in
blue or purple neighborhoods and see yard signs
proclaiming Black Lives
Matter, Love is Love, and
so on? McLaughlin helps
us distinguish between
racial equality (a Biblical concept) and
the LGBT agenda, which is clearly un-Biblical. Staying low on the ladder of abstraction, she also explains why Christianity
is the basis for women’s rights and why
we need to oppose firmly transgender
trends. Mocking does not help. Biblical
objectivity does.
Emmanuel Kreike’s Scorched Earth:
Environmental Warfare as a Crime
Against Humanity and Nature (Prince
ton University Press,
2021) shows what happens when we consider
some people as less than
human. Two chapters
give a terrific and terrible account of what total
war against Native Americans looked like. Ball State University
professor Eric Hedin’s Canceled Science
(Discovery Institute, 2021) summarizes
well the new evidence that shows we are
“created by the free choice of a master
artist, with inherent significance and
purpose.” Darwinists pushed Hedin out
of teaching exactly the type of course
students need to take so as to understand
what it means to be human.
40
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O. Carter Snead’s What It Means To Be
Human (Harvard University Press, 2020)
criticizes Supreme Court abortion rulings
because of their “expressive individualism,”
which means viewing
mothers and unborn
children as if they are
strangers to each other.
Snead’s writing is often
abstract, but he recognizes “lived human reality, which depends
on unearned privileges and unchosen
obligations, and is populated by vulnerable, dependent, and disabled human
beings with claims on our care and concern by virtue of their relationship to us
and not our consent.”
Understanding the Jewish Roots of
Christianity, edited by Gerald McDermott (Lexham, 2021), shows why Christians should value the
Old Testament, seek to
understand Jesus’ teachings in the light of His
Hebrew background,
and seek to speak about
Him with Jewish friends.
It’s good that almost 100
Orthodox rabbis, scholars, and teachers
in 2012 signed a document acknowledging that “Christianity ... is neither an
accident nor an error, but the willed
divine outcome and gift to the nations.”
They recognized that Judaism and Christianity have “significant theological differences” but are not “enemies.”
I hope my Jewish brethren, and many
others, read Tim Keller’s Hope in Times
of Fear: The Resurrection and the
Meaning of Easter
(Viking, 2021), along
with two Keller books
first published in 2008,
The Reason for God and
The Prodigal God. If
you’re traveling far by
car, Keller’s sermons in
the Gospel in Life podcast make good
listening. I also recommend the God’s
Word for You series from the Good Book
Company, which includes Keller commentaries on Judges, Romans, and Galatians.

Bookmarks

David Moore’s Stuck in the
Present (Abilene Christian
University Press, 2021)
explains well why we need to
study history, and how to tell
gold from fool’s gold.
Stephen Howard Browne’s
The First Inauguration:
George Washington and the
Invention of the Republic
(Penn State University Press,
2020) includes a blow-byblow description of
Washington’s triumphant
inaugural trip from Virginia to
New York City.
Carolyn Cox’s The Snatch
Racket (Potomac Books, 2021)
describes the kidnapping epidemic in 1930s America, lowlighted by the abduction of
Charles Lindbergh’s son. Erik
Sherman’s Two Sides of Glory
(University of Nebraska Press,
2021) shows how Boston Red
Sox players decades later
remembered their stunning
1986 World Series loss.
Two novels for beach
reading: Sidney Thompson’s
Hell on the Border (Bison
Books, 2021) is a well-written
tale based in the life of an
1880s real-life deputy U.S.
marshal, ex-slave Bass
Reeves. Paul Lynch’s Beyond
the Sea (Oneworld, 2019) is a
taut survival story. —M.O.

The Christian walk
Four classic books
by Emily Whitten

walked and drove the Roman roads Paul
traveled. He also took the New Testament
seriously. Like the author of Acts, he introduces us to Paul with the stoning of Stephen.
We also see Paul’s life-changing encounter
with Christ on the Damascus road and follow
his missionary journeys. Pollock gives the
story new life, writing at times like a novelist. He draws scenes and describes Paul’s
thoughts and feelings based on evidence
and careful deduction. One minor criticism:
Pollock doesn’t dig deeply into Paul’s theology here. But that is easily remedied by
reading Paul’s letters alongside the book.
Joni by Joni Eareckson Tada: Joni Ear
eckson Tada’s story begins on a sunny afternoon in the Chesapeake Bay. With a
thoughtless dive into shallow water, Tada,
17, suffers instant paralysis from the neck
down. She describes with heart-wrenching
detail her struggle to adapt, including her
anger at God’s unwillingness to heal her.
Past the point of despair, Tada begins to
listen to God’s Word. She finds new Christian
friends and learns new ways to savor life,
such as by painting using a brush held in
her mouth. Ultimately, God transforms her
into a powerful witness for the gospel.
Tada’s writing is clear and crisp, and her
winsome personality comes through. Since
its publication 45 years ago, the book has
sold more than 3 million copies and been
translated into more than 40 languages.

Effective Biblical Counseling by Larry Crabb: How can Christians
become more like Christ? In Effective Biblical Counseling, psychologist Larry Crabb argues that Christian counselors play an important
role. When people struggle with harmful or sinful thoughts and behaviors, Christian counselors prompt them to ask “What will please God?”
instead of “What will make me happy?” In this 1977 book, Crabb states
that some Christians will still need secular techniques and medication,
but he also lays out in 200-plus pages counseling basics that can equip
everyday Christians to help hurting people. Crabb’s chapter critiquing popular ideas from the 1970s feels dated, and he sometimes references now-obscure authors. That said, caring Christians can still
find the basics of Biblical counseling clearly stated in the book.
The Apostle: A Life of Paul by John Pollock: In this biography first
published in 1969, British author John Pollock hoped to bring the real
Paul into focus for new generations. To get to know his subject, Pollock

The Pastor’s Wife by Sabina Wurmbrand:
Voice of the Martyrs, an organization that
aids persecuted Christians, grew out of the
persecution Richard Wurmbrand and his
wife, Sabina, endured in Communist Romania. Richard’s story, Tortured for Christ,
may be better known, but Sabina’s autobiography published in 1970 packs a more
literary punch. Still in print in e-book and
audiobook form, The Pastor’s Wife tells
hair-raising stories of the couple’s work in
the underground church. Sabina also
frankly describes the cruelty they experienced in prison. Yet her humble, persevering witness shows in her words to a prison
guard: “I was impulsive, too. I used to rage
and strike out until I learned what it really
means to love. … If you look into my eyes,
you will see yourself as God could make
you.”
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Afterword

Worldview building
Nonfiction books for teens
by Mary Jackson

Shine Bright by Kristen Clark and Bethany Beal: Sisters Clark
and Beal wrote this 60-day devotional to help young women grow
in Biblical understanding and application to better reflect God’s
image, not their own or the world’s. Each devotional includes
Scripture and personal anecdotes—hair extensions gone wrong,
sunburns, basketball aspirations, disagreements, and sharing
about Christ with an unbelieving friend. Clark and Beal emphasize the devotional is meant to complement, not replace, personal
time in Bible study and prayer. (Ages 14 & up)
Proverbs for You by Kathleen Nielson: Biblical wisdom is “Godbreathed” and set apart from worldly understanding. Nielson
seeks to show how Proverbs, considered a “wisdom book” in the
Bible, addresses an array of daily activities and experiences, from
eating and drinking to communication, relationships, and business
dealings. Nielson examines Proverbs from start to finish, conveying overarching messages in each section and concluding each
chapter with questions. The book underscores that wisdom infuses
every part of God’s created world, but it is only found through
relationship with the Lord. (Ages 15 & up)
Brave and Bold by Marty Machowski: In 31 short devotionals,
Machowski offers manhood basic training. Biblical manhood is
not about strength or stature, he writes, but about character. The
book incorporates illustrations from Scripture and the military,
including stories from Machowski’s time in the Army. Topics
encompass prayer, honoring women, telling the truth, conquering fear, memorizing Scripture, confessing failures, and holding
one’s tongue. Machowski challenges young men with a picture of
manhood that reflects Christ, not the world, and with truths that
take a lifetime to apply. (Ages 15 & up)
A Brief Theology of Periods (Yes, Really) by Rachel Jones:
Jones takes up a mantle few have dared in addressing the physicality of menstruation—the pain, mess, emotions, and biological
clock—in light of what the Bible says. The book assumes some
knowledge about human reproduction, and its appendix includes
a Q&A about hormonal contraceptives and intercourse within a
Christian marriage while a woman is menstruating. Jones emphasizes what our bodies tell us about God, the world, and the gospel—a timely message when culture refers to women as “people
who menstruate.” (Ages 16 & up)
42
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Connor Boyack’s new Tuttle
Twins guidebook series
(Libertas Press, 2020)
features three books with
themes about courage,
innovation, and good
people willing to take risks
and solve problems.
Courageous Heroes
includes 22 engaging profiles of a variety of men
and women, ranging from
George Müller to Edward
Snowden to Harriet
Tubman. The book emphasizes how they overcame
opposition and hardship.
Inspiring Entrepreneurs
introduces readers to 16
popular and lesser-known
inventors, from Elon Musk
to Hetty Green, with takeaways from their risks,
failures, problem solving,
and innovations. In Logical
Fallacies, Boyack teaches
kids to analyze ideas and
arguments and separate
the good from the bad. The
book’s comic strips, anecdotes, and examples from
current events make heady
concepts fun and relatable
for kids and adults.
Boyack is a Mormon and
libertarian, but his series
provides a springboard for
children, parents, and
teachers to talk further
about the people and
topics with Biblical understanding. —M.J.
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See God’s design in every headline, every morning,
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Two new box sets may have limited
appeal to general audiences
by Arsenio Orteza

The Who

A
44

S MONUMENTS TO rock’s halcyon days, the latest boxes by
the Who and John Lennon, The Who Sell Out (Super
Deluxe) (UMC) and Plastic Ono Band (The Ultimate Collection) (UMC), have few equals. But for whom are they
intended?
Fans as old as the first pressings of the original albums,
apparently. Who else but retirees could have the time
(nearly 17 hours) or the disposable income ($275 approximately) to investigate such overabundance—especially
when in Lennon’s case it includes 110 minutes of Yoko Ono
giving the avant-garde a bad name?
Besides, the once height-of-cool music of the Who circa
1967-68 and Lennon circa 1969-70—music painstakingly
crafted by musicians, engineers, and producers accustomed
to take after laborious take together in the same room—
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GR A M M Y COU N T As part of the Beatles and as a solo artist, John Lennon won seven Grammy awards. The Who has no Grammy wins.

Audience
appreciation

doesn’t resonate much with a generation
raised on tinny-sounding, computer-assembled MP3s played on cell phones.
Speaking of audio, the previously
released portions of The Who Sell Out’s
five super-deluxe discs sound better than
ever, but only marginally so. No one in
the Who’s corner, it seems, has the time,
wherewithal, or desire to do what Paul
Hicks has done with Plastic Ono Band:
reengineer its songs (and the tacked-on
“Give Peace a Chance,” “Cold Turkey,”
and “Instant Karma!”) until they take on
the same enveloping three-dimensionality that characterized last year’s Gimme
Some Truth: The Ultimate Mixes.
But what will probably flummox the
streaming generation the most is the
conceptual unity underlying the boxes.
The Who Sell Out replicates 39 minutes of British pop-radio programming,
hence jingles and ads linking songs executed in an otherwise inexplicably wide
variety of styles.
Absent this context, the inclusion of
the band’s greatest hit, “I Can See for
Miles,” amid the not particularly Wholike “Armenia City in the Sky” (written
and co-sung by the band’s pal Speedy
Keen), the winkingly bawdy “Mary Anne
With the Shaky Hand,” the hilarious
shaggy-deodorant tale “Odorono,” and
the all too prophetic “Tattoo” seems
haphazard. (No such problem afflicts the
many catchy and stand-alone singles or
previously unreleased Pete Townshend
demos that pad the box out.)
Context plays a big role in Plastic Ono
Band too. A direct outgrowth of his
immersion in Arthur Janov’s primal-scream therapy, Lennon was in what
Steve Turner in The Gospel According to
the Beatles calls his “shamanistic” mode:
Having experienced both dizzying
heights and harrowing depths (he’d
recently kicked heroin), Lennon was
ready to deliver revelations, which boiled
down mainly to his bitter disillusionment
with everything and everyone except
himself and Yoko.
From anyone else, such a message
would feel claustrophobically solipsistic.
But from someone who thought himself
and his three ex-bandmates more popular than Jesus, it feels like the emergence
from behind the curtain of an all-toohuman Wizard of Oz.
PICTORIAL PRESS LTD/ALAMY STOCK PHOTO

A crop of
covers

Noteworthy new or
recent releases
by Arsenio Orteza

Still Woman Enough by Loretta Lynn:
Lynn has recorded over half of these 13
songs before: “My Love” and “Honky
Tonk Girl” in 1960, “Where No One
Stands Alone” in 1965, “You Ain’t Woman
Enough” in 1966,
and “One’s on the
Way,” “I Wanna Be
Free,” and “Coal
Miner’s Daughter” in
1971. But there’s
nothing fusty about
her revisitations (not with John Carter
Cash and Lynn’s daughter overseeing the
production) or about the six that she’s
only just getting around to—it’s hard to
believe that she’s left “I Saw the Light”
and “Keep on the Sunny Side” alone until
now. And although it’s generally impolite
to mention a woman’s age, Lynn is singing so well that the fact that she’ll turn
90 on her next birthday is nothing to be
ashamed of.
Let’s Get Happy Together by Maria
Muldaur & Tuba Skinny: Muldaur has
never been coy about her debt to Depression-era jazz, blues, and swing, but it’s
still a pleasure to hear her pay it back.
These are songs whose sentiments she
obviously feels deep down, whether playfully whimsical (“I
Like You Best of All,”
“Be Your Natural
Self”), playfully profound (“He Ain’t Got
Rhythm,” “Patience
and Fortitude”), or
profound period (“Road of Stone”). And
what she feels deepest down of all is the

tug of the Crescent City, a tug represented in equal parts by the neo-trad
New Orleans tuba-trombone-clarinet-banjo-washboard collective with
whom she shares the billing and not one
but two selections that rhyme “Delta”
with “shelter.”
Afflatus by the Polyphonic Spree: Few
if any other pop ensembles could even
come close to getting away with an
all-covers album this broad in scope.
With a membership
currently numbering
25, about a third of
whom form a choir
and the rest of whom
an orchestra, the
Spree makes pivoting from pre-breakthrough INXS to
uncommonly lucid Daniel Johnston to
psychedelic-era Rolling Stones to predisco Bee Gees to Head-era Monkees
sound easy, natural, and, most importantly, good. Really good, in fact. What
the group can’t bring off—what it’s
unlikely any group could bring off—is
pivoting from Barry Manilow to ABBA
to Wings to the Association to Rush.
Guilty pleasures are called guilty pleasures for a reason.
Marcos Resende & Index by Marcos
Resende & Index: These scintillating
explorations of the meeting points
between the rhythms of South American
jazz (Brazil’s to be
specific) and the
electric keyboards of
North American
fusion would’ve easily ruled the roost
h ad t h ey b e e n
released when they were recorded 45
years ago. But, contemporary context or
no contemporary context, they still command attention. Even “Praça da Alegria,”
which melody-wise spends most of its
eight-plus minutes sounding like the
theme of an imaginary ’70s TV series
(one pitched halfway between, say, Love
Boat and Cannon), sparkles. The other
five cuts tether energetic spontaneity to
sophisticated grooves at an average
length of 6:50 and don’t waste a second.

Encore

The weirdest all-covers
album of 2021 (so far)
comes from the Fifth
Dimension alumni and
perennial pop power
couple Marilyn McCoo
and Billy Davis Jr. What
makes Blackbird:
Lennon-McCartney
Icons strange isn’t its
contents (eight Beatles
favorites plus one
apiece from solo Lennon
and McCartney hardly
qualifies as eccentric)
or its quality. They’ve
put serious thought
into the arrangements,
especially the gospel
one in which Davis turns
“Help!” into a prayer.
What makes Blackbird
bizarre is the attempt to
pass it off as a Black
Lives Matter soundtrack.
The cover art surrounds
the couple’s faces with
names such as
“Trayvon,” “Breonna,”
“George,” “Emmett,”
“Martin,” and “Malcolm,”
implying connections
that are tenuous at best,
nonexistent at worst, and
misleading in either
case. Strangest of all, the
video for “Ticket To Ride”
grafts the song onto
Rosa Park’s Montgomery
bus protest. —A.O.
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Voices S O P H I A L E E

A Good Friday ride
An unexpected evangelist
prompts marvel and prayer

O

N GOOD FRIDAY, my husband and I were stuck
in Washington, D.C., shivering and rubbing
our mittenless hands. We had visited at the
wrong time: That afternoon, a man had
rammed his car into two U.S. Capitol Police
officers, killing an 18-year veteran officer and
injuring the other. Once again, the area
endured a lockdown.
Unsurprisingly, Uber drivers weren’t eager to pick
us up. The first three canceled on us after 20 minutes
of navigating a maze of barricaded streets and standstill traffic. So when the fourth Uber driver finally
arrived, I could have hugged him. “Thank you so much
for showing up,” we gushed as we huddled our Popsicle
bodies into the car.
His name was Abudalkader. The first thing he said
was how horrified he was at that day’s Capitol attack.
I could tell our driver was tense—his name, skin tone,
and heavy accent clearly identified him as an Arab
immigrant. Even though the attack had nothing to do
with him, he wanted to make a clear statement condemning it in case it turned out to be a terrorist attack
(police later said it wasn’t).
We talked about the pandemic, and how much he
missed his family in Jordan. Eventually, Abudalkader
started talking about his Muslim faith. He talked about
Musa—Moses—being sent to the Israelites in Egypt to
bring revelation from God. Jesus too, he said, was a
prophet to the Israelites with a messianic message. Then
he said, “Christians believe Jesus is God. No! No! We
reject that. How can God take the form of man? Impossible!”
At that point we had simply listened to him as he
talked about Islam. It occurred to me to marvel that
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WE CHRISTIANS
SOMETIMES FORGET
HOW ASTONISHING
AND OFFENSIVE
OUR FAITH IS.

we’d meet a Muslim man on Good Friday and have him
evangelize to us rather than the other way around. And
it also occurred to me to pray—even if just for an
instant—for this fellow image-bearer of God who would
so excitedly and passionately share his faith with us.
I thanked Abudalkader for doing so. I told him we
are Christians. Christians and Muslims share a lot of
similar stories and people, I said: “Muslims believe God
is all-merciful, most kind, most compassionate, just
and righteous, forgiving and loving, correct?” “Yes,
yes!” Abudalkader nodded. I said: “And Muslims believe
humans sin, no?” “Yes, definitely,” Abudalkader
affirmed.
“We Christians believe that too,” I said. “And because
of that, how much more awesome is it that the almighty
God would put on our skin and walk on this earth with
us, to die for our sins? Isn’t that something only a perfect God of otherworldly compassion and righteousness
can do—display such incomparable, extraordinary love
and self-sacrifice?”
Abudalkader considered what I said for about three
seconds, then emphatically said, “No! Impossible. How
can God become us? How can He be three? To believe
that is an unforgivable sin!”
It was a tough conversation—we were both fully
committed to our faiths, and strangely enough, both of
us were trying to save each other’s souls. He believed I
had committed an unforgivable sin: I desired for him to
know Jesus Christ as the Way, the Truth, and the Life.
As much as we disagreed, I felt moved that this man
would so freely share his faith with a stranger—something we Christians often fail to do—on Good Friday,
no less. I also felt an aching love for him: an ache because
some religions are just so close to the truth, yet so far
from it, and the cost is heavy. A love because I saw in
him a God-given hunger for the divine.
That Good Friday Uber ride left a deep impression
on me. We Christians sometimes forget how extraordinary, astonishing, and offensive our faith is, yet we live
in the daily reality of Good Friday and Easter. It took
an Abudalkader to remind me of that—and pray for
someone like him.
EMAIL slee@wng.org TWITTER @sophialeehyun
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A YEAR OF RIOTS

Two Pacific Northwest cities remain hubs for violent race protests
a year after George Floyd’s death. Some local leaders and churches say
the vandalism and extremism have hindered real racial progress
BY SOPHIA LEE in Seattle, Wash., and Portland, Ore.
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VICTORIA BEACH WAS ALREADY IN BED when she got

the late-night phone call from her neighbors. They’re out
again, the neighbors said. Rioters had started a fire somewhere
in their neighborhood. ¶ Beach bolted out of bed and got
dressed. “No more,” she declared. “Not tonight.” ¶ It was the
150th day of protests in Seattle following the killing of George
Floyd in Minneapolis. Floyd’s death sparked demonstrations in
communities across the country last summer, but by October
most had simmered down. Not so in Seattle or nearby Portland,
Ore., where protests often still resulted in smashed windows.

Rioters
 hattered
s
windows at a
Starbucks in
Seattle’s
Capitol Hill
neighborhood.

Beach, a 61-year-old, third-generation Seattleite
and chair of the Seattle Police Department’s African
American Community Advisory Council, was by then
sick of the constant unrest, which outsiders seemed to
drive. She was tired of strangers storming her neighborhood, vandalizing and tyrannizing the city she
loved, and tired of watching city politicians fumble to
manage the situation. Beach lives five blocks from
Seattle’s Capitol Hill neighborhood, where protesters
heralding a mishmash of causes annexed about five
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blocks to establish the short-lived Capitol Hill Occupied
Protest (CHOP).
When the Seattle mayor mistakenly described CHOP
as having a “block party atmosphere” that could turn
into “a summer of love,” Beach seethed: She saw men
and women walking around with rifles slung across
their chests, tents everywhere, and no law enforcement
in sight. “It was mayhem around here,” she recalled.
That month between June and July, crime in the area
spiked 525 percent, according to Seattle police. Three
shootings within 10 days killed two people and injured
four. (A group of Capitol Hill residents and businesses
has filed a class-action lawsuit against the city for its
“unprecedented decision to abandon and close off an
entire city neighborhood.”)
So that night, on the 150th day of protests, Beach
marched out of her house and hunted down the rioters,
easily recognizable by their all-black attire. She told
them to get out: “You don’t represent us! You don’t
represent the black community.” As about two dozen
mostly white, black-clad individuals surrounded her
and began yelling back, Beach felt scared—and outraged: How dare these white punks yell “Black lives
matter” at her, a black woman? The group eventually
dispersed, but not before one woman called Beach a
vulgar word and flipped a middle finger.
Beach lost her cool. She lunged forward and shoved
the woman. Someone caught the incident on a cell
phone, and the video went viral on Twitter that night.
But what the video didn’t catch was Beach bursting
into tears—tears of rage, fear, frustration, and exhaustion. She remembers marching at the first protest the

PREVIOUS SPREAD: BLM & FLAG: NATHAN HOWARD/GETTY; GRAFFITI & BURNING CARS: JASON REDMOND/AFP VIA GETTY;
I CAN’T BREATHE & FLAMES: DAVE KILLEN/THE OREGONIAN VIA AP; REPAIRS: STEVE RINGMAN/THE SEATTLE TIMES VIA AP

weekend after Floyd’s death and praying together with
black clergy: “It was so moving. The black community
really pulled together,” she said. “I felt like we were
heard.”
Now, a year later, protests continue in Portland and
Seattle, and a loud subset of protesters wants police
budgets cut by at least 50 percent or wants to abolish
police altogether, saying the current justice system is
irredeemable. Some militant, self-described anarchists
have used violence to champion their idea of revolution,
angering residents who say they’ve hijacked the original message of racial justice and equity.
Meanwhile, Beach and some black pastors I spoke
with say they want to see a heart change first: Are the
American people truly broken-hearted over racial injustice? Standing in the midst of boarded-up businesses
and a concrete-barricaded police station, Beach regrets
that observers now only see destruction and anarchy:
“It’s focused on the violence. You don’t hear about
George Floyd. You don’t hear about Breonna Taylor.
You don’t hear about any of them. You just hear: Kill
the police.”
STARBUCKS: TED S. WARREN/AP; CHOP: DAVID RYDER/GETTY IMAGES

IT’S A FRUSTRATION many black community members

and leaders share. They want to focus on justice and
reconciliation rather than reacting to the latest riot on
the evening news.
“The whole world gasped when they saw the George
Floyd video,” said Harvey Drake, lead pastor of Emerald City Bible Fellowship, a once majority-black, now
multiethnic church in Seattle. “It was a catalytic moment
that could have really pushed change in the right direction. Then the knuckleheads came out and started
tearing stuff up, and all the wind went out of it.”
The scenes in Seattle and Portland—police cars aflame,
baton-wielding cops, tear gas, statues of Thomas Jefferson and Abraham Lincoln toppled, shattered store windows—drew attention from both sides of the political
spectrum. Then-President Donald Trump raised alarm
about a “nation gripped by professional anarchists, violent mobs, arsonists, looters, criminals, rioters, antifa,
and others.” Antifa supporters from other parts of the
country traveled to Portland and Seattle to join the ruckus,
and the far-right Patriot Prayer group countered with
honking vehicles, pepper spray, and “Trump 2020” flags.
0 6.26.2 1
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A man holds
a rifle while
working
security at an
entrance to
the so-called
“Capitol Hill
Occupied
Protest”
last June.
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A Thai
restaurant in
downtown
Portland is
boarded up
but still open
for business
on March 21.
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But the most sensational scenes, according to eyewitnesses, were actually the handiwork of a minority
of protesters who chose to riot. (At Los Angeles protests
I visited, organizers loudly denounced violence and
looting, and I saw protesters pull back the more agitated
individuals in the crowd.)
“The media made it seem like it was this big Riotville.
It was not. We were here every single day,” one downtown Portland café owner told me. He said though some
nights “got out of control,” the chaos was concentrated
in certain pockets downtown. He complained that media
reports made it seem like the entire city was burning
down: “The news media blew it up, and that actually
killed our business.”
But rioters did inflict major harm: Due to constant
vandalism and damage, more than 20 businesses closed
permanently. Those that stayed shelled out extra money
to nail plywood or fix broken windows and furniture
at a time when COVID-19 had already squeezed their
pocketbooks. Many shops in downtown Portland are
still boarded up a year later, and the federal courthouse
remains closed. Violence continues in spurts: On April
19, rioters caused $20,000 worth of damage to a Boys
& Girls Club in northeast Portland that serves mostly
minority kids. On May 25, the anniversary of Floyd’s
death, another group smashed storefront windows and
set fire to a dumpster next to the Multnomah County
Justice Center.
WORLD
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“Go back to whatever hole you came from,” snapped
Ron Herndon, a veteran civil rights leader in Portland,
last year in response to such vandalism. “You’re not
helping us.”
Black residents like Beach distance themselves from
the violence. They point out that most of the rioters are
white. The two cities are also mostly white: Portland is
considered “the whitest major city in America,” with
77 percent white population and only 6 percent black.
Seattle is about 67 percent white and 7 percent black.
Portland in particular has a five-decade history of
white-supremacist organizing.
Yet somehow, Portland and Seattle have become
hubs of radical activism, ostensibly for marginalized
people of color. That’s riled up the indignation of many
black residents like Beach, who say certain white groups
have commandeered a movement that should be led
by the black community. The ubiquitous “BLM” signs
on every neighborhood block and in business windows
don’t move her: “Some white people just jump on the
bandwagon and say, ‘Oh, we’re gonna save the black
community.’ They think they’re doing good. They’re
not. Because they don’t get it. They don’t understand.”
SOME WHITE EVANGELICALS tried to understand.

After the May 5, 2020, video release of Ahmaud
Arbery’s shooting in Georgia, Drake, the Seattle pastor,
called up dozens of white evangelical leaders. He told
TED HSU/ALAMY

THEY THINK THEY’RE
DOING GOOD. THEY’RE NOT.
BECAUSE THEY DON’T
GET IT. THEY DON’T
UNDERSTAND.

RIOTERS: NATHAN HOWARD/GETTY IMAGES; ANTIFA: JOHN RUDOFF/SIPA VIA AP

them he was tired of the “deafening silence” from the
evangelical community: “I don’t need sympathy or
apologies. I need action.” Joseph Castleberry, president
of the evangelical Northwest University and another
local Seattle pastor penned an open letter of lament
and repentance and published it on two ad pages in
The Seattle Times. About 200 pastors in the region
signed it. Five days later, Floyd died under the knee of
a police officer in Minneapolis.
Since then, Drake and 14 other local white, black,
Asian, and Hispanic pastors have met every two weeks
to discuss how to reconcile, unite, and take action
together. In the past year, they’ve discussed controversial terms such as “systemic racism,” “white privilege,”
“assimilation,” and “critical race theory.” They discovered that each person understood those terms differently, depending on personal background, experiences,
and political leaning.
Christians have talked about racial reconciliation
for decades. In the 1990s, organizations like Promise
Keepers gathered blacks and whites in packed stadiums
where attendees hugged and wept. But then, “nothing
changed” in terms of social action, Drake says.
Progressives in Seattle have also talked about justice
and equity for decades. Meanwhile, Drake’s own neighborhood turned whiter and whiter while many blacks
got priced out under gentrification and high costs of
living. “Seattle knows the right lingo, but they don’t
0 6.26.2 1
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follow up with action,” he says. So he’s trying to mobilize churches to lead the city into genuine reconciliation
and justice that will transform both hearts and institutions: “If God is touching you, healing you, moving you,
then you need to take action to change those parts of
the system that’s not working.”
Many black Christians realized in 2020 that the work
of racial reconciliation would be longer and harder
than they thought. Imago Dei, a multiethnic evangelical
church in Portland, has been speaking out about racial
justice issues for almost 10 years—since before the 2012
Trayvon Martin killing that ignited national discussions
on racial profiling. When the 2020 protests erupted,
numerous churches in Portland reached out to the black
pastors at Imago Dei, asking for help on how to respond.
Michelle Lang, Imago Dei’s choir director, was one
of those who joined panels on Zoom and spoke at
churches. One year after those speeches and Zoom calls,
though, Lang wonders what happened to those Portland
churches that reached out to her. She didn’t hear back
from some. And according to Imago Dei’s pastors, leaders at some other churches said they received so much
backlash from members worrying their church was
getting “too political” or “anti-police” that they paused
to reevaluate the cost of addressing racial issues. (I
reached out to two churches that had originally contacted Imago Dei, but they did not return my calls in
time for this story.)
“[The conversations] went away,” said Michelle
Jones, an associate pastor at Imago Dei. “Some churches
want to appear as though they want to have the conversation. But they don’t want to have the conversation.”
Jones says black Christians are still broken over historic
and present injustices, but she wonders how many
fellow nonblack Christians are equally broken about
it. Moving on is not the same as moving forward
together: “We’re either going to tell the truth, be broken by it, and move forward. Or we’re going to continue
to keep putting Band-Aids on it.”
When protesters spray-painted “Black Lives Matter”
on the outside of Imago Dei’s building, the staff decided
to turn the wall into a mural. An artist painted a bright
kaleidoscope of colors around the “Black Lives Matter”
graffiti and scrawled names on individual bricks:
Emmett Till, Martin Luther King Jr., Tamir Rice, Eric
Garner, Ahmaud Arbery, George Floyd—black Americans whose deaths have come to symbolize the fight
against racial injustice.
Recently, Jones painted a new name on a brick:
Daunte Wright. As she kneeled by the freshly painted
brick, she began crying. She remembers the staff discussing how long to keep the mural up. Maybe we’ll
paint over it in November, someone had suggested. It
was now May, and here she was, painting the name of
another black man shot by police.
Sometimes, passersby who notice the mural ask
pointed questions about the vandalism and property
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WITH ALL THIS DIVISION,
WE’RE NOT GOING TO
GET ANYTHING DONE.
NEVER.

PHOTO BY RON WURZER/GENESIS

damage in Portland. Jones points at the names on the
bricks in response: “This is somebody’s brother, somebody’s father, somebody’s son, somebody’s sister. Let’s
get back to human lives. That’s what this is about.”
VICTORIA BEACH SAYS that when her daughter was 5,

two Seattle cops pulled out their guns on the little girl
while investigating what they suspected was criminal
activity. She says she watched police officers beat up
her father and her brother and pummel her nephew so
badly that her sister begged them not to kill him. She
heard officers call her and other black people racial
slurs. “I hated the police,” she recalls: “I never had a
great encounter with them—never.”
Now she’s a liaison between the black community
and the Seattle police—and getting flak from other
black community members for it. She wants police
reform and accountability but balks at activists’
demands that the city chop the police budget in half.
EMAIL slee@wng.org TWITTER @sophialeehyun

She reminds police abolitionists that the East Precinct
police station, which bore the brunt of the vandalism
and remains fenced-off, exists in large part due to support from Sam Smith, Seattle’s first black city councilmember. Smith had advocated for the precinct in the
historically black neighborhood because residents were
waiting 45 minutes for a police response. We need the
police, Beach tells people. They shut their ears.
When CHOP was still occupying the space surrounding the East Precinct, Beach organized an event for
the black community to confront the occupants. Only
five women showed up, including her. When Beach told
occupants that they didn’t represent the black community, they booed her down. She was drastically
outnumbered—a fact that sorely disappointed Beach:
“I’ve been asking the black community to step up and
help for a long time.” She’s still asking. She said many
don’t want to get involved because of their distrust of
the police, but she believes progress cannot happen
without communication and support between the black
community and the police. That frustrates Beach: “With
all this division, we’re not going to get anything done.
Never.”
The anti-police climate over the last year has pushed
more than 200 Seattle police officers to leave their jobs.
Many retired early, and some left for departments in
other cities. Seattle’s City Council, after cutting the
police budget by $46 million, is considering slashing
another $5.4 million. In August, the police chief, a black
woman, abruptly retired in protest against the council’s
decision to lay off about 100 officers.
One Seattle officer, whom WORLD is not naming
because he was not authorized to speak to media, said,
“We’ve been standing at the protests, listening to people scream at us, ‘Take your gun and put it in your
mouth and kill yourself.’ And we have to be silent and
stand there. And we just take it and take it. We feel like
we’ve heard everything they have to say and we’re just
like, ‘Nah, I’m done.’”
The black community itself is divided over whether
to defund the police. Those who live in areas with high
rates of violent crime don’t want to lose more officers.
A smaller group, especially the younger, more radical
ones, believe the only solution is to raze the system and
rebuild from scratch. A year in, with plenty of graphic
footage that shows officers exerting excessive force
against protesters, more sentiments have turned
anti-police, making Beach’s work even harder.
Beach is tired. Recently, her sister sent her a text
message: “I’m worried you’re going to have a stroke.
You’re not getting any help. I think you should back
off.” Beach has considered quitting many times. But she
hasn’t—yet—because “who’s going to do it then? Nobody
wants to do it.”
But there’s another reason: “I feel like God is using
me.” So she continues her work, with a flicker of
hope.
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If 80% of unreached
people cannot read, why
do we focus so much
effort on distributing
print Bibles?

The time has come to
produce a visual and
interactive Bible that can be
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globe for FREE!
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Are you willing to help?
iBIBLE is solely supported by the generous contributions of Christians committed to
reaching the world’s unreached with God’s Word in a format they can understand.
Donations are fully tax deductible* and will be used 100% in the creation of iBIBLE.

Join us now by visiting
www.i.BIBLE or calling 866-5-iBIBLE.
iBIBLE—a new way to engage with God’s Word.
IOS app coming soon!
*RevelationMedia is a 501(c)(3) missionary and educational organization.
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Chickens at Brown’s Farm,
which produces eggs for
NestFresh, in Gonzales, Texas.
MARY KANG/BLOOMBERG
VIA GETTY IMAGES

THE CAGE-FREE

SCRAMBLE
Retailers and restaurants are lining up for eggs that come
from cage-free chickens. How did the cause go from
animal rights activists’ pet project to the mainstream?
by Chloe Baker, Grace Kenyon, Stephanie Morton, and Susan Olasky
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CHICKENS ENJOY FORAGING THROUGH
THE GRASS, SCRATCHING THE GROUND,
A N D P E C K I N G F O R F O O D. T O K E E P
CLEAN, THEY ROLL IN THE DIRT AND
KICK AND FLUFF DUST THROUGH THEIR
FEATHERS BEFORE GETTING UP AND
S H A K I N G O F F L I K E W ET D O G S. I F A
C H I C K E N H I G H E R O N T H E P EC K I N G
ORDER COMES ALONG, THE FIRST MAY
LOSE ITS SPOT IN THE DUST BATH—OR
RISK A PECK TO THE HEAD. ON WARM
DAYS, HENS BASK IN THE SUNLIGHT,
ST R ETC H I N G O U T T H E I R L EG S A N D
WINGS.

That’s life for a backyard chicken, but
it’s an impossible standard for the egg
industry. If all hens had that much space,
the United States would require an area
the size of Delaware to produce enough
eggs to meet current demand. So how
should big organizations treat chickens?
Many Americans say “cage-free.” We
asked 20 college students in Iowa to offer
their definitions of “cage-free.” Their
responses: “hens roam around a yard …
hens aren’t kept in cages and lay eggs
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naturally … a fenced-in courtyard …
between 20 and 30 chickens frolicking
in a large grassy area.” Eighteen of the
students raised their hands to show they
think cage-free is an ethical choice.
Those confused responses are great
news for activists and groups demanding
bans on eggs from caged chickens. Eight
states have already passed bans, and
more than 200 companies, including
Walmart and McDonald’s, have pledged
to go cage-free by 2025. Some activists
say the laws do not go far enough. Others
see the bans and pledges as an expensive
form of virtue signaling that will raise
egg prices.
What does cage-free actually mean,
and how did the concept gain popularity?
To answer those questions, we asked an
agriculture professor about chicken
housing, the president of a leading
national egg producer about cage-free
costs, and animal welfare advocates
about the problems with conventional
caging. We interviewed shoppers to learn
their understandings.

DORDT UNIVERSITY in Sioux Center,
Iowa, is 6 miles from a facility that produces 400,000 pounds of eggs each day.
In an office furnished with an axolotl
aquarium and a poster featuring North
America’s dairy cow breeds, Dordt professor John Olthoff leans forward, eager
to talk about chickens. He says hens have
a complicated social hierarchy. They
can be aggressive. Put a large group of
hens together and many will naturally
try to assert their dominance. Olthoff
chuckles as he describes how hens
establish their pecking order: by pecking other hens. They may injure or even
kill each other as they try to establish
who’s boss.
The indoor caging system that animal
welfare advocates see as inhumane grew
out of poultry scientists’ research in the
1940s: The researchers saw caging as a
way to minimize antagonistic behavior
and guard against deadly diseases and
predators. By the 1960s this “battery cage”
system dominated the egg industry. It
confines five to eight hens in one cage.
Each hen has less space than a sheet of
8.5-by-11-inch printer paper, not enough
to stretch its wings or even move around
unobstructed.
Three miles from Dordt’s campus, J.T.
Dean works as president of the Versova
Management group, the third-largest egg
producer in the country. Versova guides
the business functions of a group of family-owned farms, including Center Fresh
Egg Farm in Sioux Center. In one corner
of the wood-paneled lobby sits an eggshaped chair. Artistic photographs of
eggs hang on the walls, and wooden eggs
in a crate adorn the tabletop. Dean’s
office features chicken-themed decor:
chicken figurines, chicken artwork, and
even a costume chicken mask.
Dean’s dad entered the egg industry
when he was 16 and eventually joined
management. He was the first nonfamily
member to buy shares in Center Fresh.
Dean remembers traveling with his dad
during the summer, visiting egg farms
around the Midwest. Twenty-three years
ago, it cost $8 to build a hen space. The
cost of building Center Fresh’s new cagefree facility (due to be operational next
year) will be $80 million, or $53 per hen
space. The new facility will house 1.5
million birds.
STOCKSY

THE NEW FACILITIES
WILL MEET UNITED
EGG PRODUCERS’ CAGEFREE STANDARDS:
1 SQUARE FOOT OF
FLOOR SPACE PER HEN.

ABOVE: Chickens in a cage-free
egg facility in North Manchester,
Ind.
LEFT: A curious free-range
chicken on a small-scale organic
farm.

AJ MAST/THE NEW YORK TIMES/REDUX

Center Fresh Farm has six buildings
divided into 12 sections, each large
enough to hold 300,000 hens. They sit
behind a chain-link fence with a sign that
reads “STOP - DO NOT ENTER - THIS IS
A BIOSECURE AREA.” On the ends of the
buildings, industrial fans blow out the
stench of chicken manure. Shining tanks,
towering over the prairie, store eggs in
liquid form. The tallest can hold the
60,000 gallons of pre-cracked and mixed
eggs Center Fresh produces each day.
On the other side of the tanks, tractors and bulldozers traverse the construction site. Workers are laying underground
fittings for the cage-free buildings that
will house hens beginning in 2022. The
new facilities will meet United Egg Pro-

ducers’ cage-free standards: 1 square foot
of floor space per hen. The floor space
isn’t much more than the current average, but additional vertical space allows
hens access to perches, nesting boxes,
and litter boxes for dust bathing.
Center Fresh is building these facilities because they have contracts with big
companies that have pledged to buy

cage-free eggs. Dean’s father used to tell
him: “If our customer wants us to produce eggs on the moon … we’ll do it as
long as they can figure out how to pay
us for it.” The cost of producing eggs
from cage-free chickens is higher: It’s not
yet clear how that will affect the price of
a dozen eggs at the grocery store, or the
health of children in poor families that
have often used eggs as an inexpensive
source of protein.
Dean sees the transition to cage-free
primarily as a business decision, but others see it as an ethical responsibility. Josh
Balk heads up the farm animal protection
section of the Humane Society of the
United States. He’s been a vegan for more
than 20 years and co-founded a company
that makes a plant-based egg alternative.
Since 2008, the Humane Society has
been a primary driver of the cage-free
movement, and during that time the
proportion of eggs produced in cage-free
environments has risen from 1 percent
to 23 percent.
Balk came to the Humane Society in
2005 with experience in the animal rights
movement and a practical sense of what
it takes to get big companies—restaurants, fast-food chains, grocers, hotels,
and food manufacturers—to change. In
an interview with Animal Charity Evaluators, he described the process: Start
with emails and develop relationships
with key executives through face-to-face
meetings. Show them conditions inside
large egg production facilities. Convince
them to find a more humane alternative.
When persuasion doesn’t work, the
Humane Society uses more forceful tactics. It owns shares in many publicly
traded companies, so it can pressure
them to take up the issue through shareholder resolutions. Especially reluctant
companies might find themselves the
subject of undercover investigations and
the resulting public backlash.
Without large advertising budgets,
animal welfare groups rely on major
media outlets to get their message across.
They also depend on funding from foundations such as Open Philanthropy,
which in the breakthrough year of 2016
(see timeline) gave $3 million to cagefree causes.
Both the Humane Society and Open
Philanthropy say it’s hard to get the first
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company in a sector to sign on, but once
a sector leader does, its competitors feel
pressure to follow. McDonald’s, for example, leads the fast-food sector. Corporate
action then emboldens state lawmakers
to pass legislation. Currently, California,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Oregon,
Washington, Michigan, Colorado, and
Utah have banned the use of cages.
Open Philanthropy says the cage-free
movement has been successful because
some radical animal rights groups agreed
to join the Humane Society’s drive to
eliminate battery cages—but for them,
it’s only a first step. Activists associated
with People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals (PETA) have crammed themselves in cages, worn costumes, and even
infiltrated companies to obtain photos
and videos of the conditions inside both
cage and cage-free facilities. They do this
out of a conviction that humans should
never use animals for any reason.
A 2016 New York Times article showcased a video that Direct Action Everywhere (DxE) released to expose the
conditions of cage-free barns. Dead
chickens lay on the floor. Hens attacked
each other. One bird, missing most of its
feathers, was covered in feces and struggled to move. A headless hen rotted on
the barn floor. The Times quoted DxE’s
Wayne Hsiung: “Consumers have an idyllic vision of what cage-free farming looks
like. … They need to be shown the truth,
which is that cage-free is far from
humane.”
That’s no surprise to egg producer
Dean and agriculture professor Olthoff.
They cite a Coalition for Sustainable Egg
Supply study that tagged cage-free facilities with a mortality rate twice that of
conventional ones. Yet many consumers
want to eat ethically and think cage-free
is one way to satisfy that desire. They are
unaware of the dangers of cage-free living and often don’t even know what the
term means.
WE ASKED SHOPPERS in Sioux Center
for their thoughts about eggs. Becky
Drissell buys them locally: “This way I
have a sense of how the chickens are
actually treated, because it’s a place that
I can see, it’s a person I can actually talk
to.” When she can’t buy local eggs, she
chooses cage-free: “The advertising
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makes it look really wonderful. … I try
to buy something that looks as idyllic as
possible.” Drissell knows the labeling
could be misleading.
Angela Dykstra was excited to see
eggs for sale at the local farmers market.
They reminded her of collecting eggs
from her grandmother’s chicken coop as
a child: “Back then no one cared if they
were free-range. That was just the normal
way of raising chickens.” Now, Dykstra
buys eggs from a local grocery store. She
looks for sales but says she often buys
cage-free eggs because nutrition is
important to her.
To see the official distinctions, we
checked with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. It defines cage-free eggs as
those “produced by hens housed in a
building, room, or enclosed area that
allows for unlimited access to food,
water, and provides the freedom to roam
within the area during the laying cycle.”

AS CARETAKERS
OF CREATION, WE ARE
RESPONSIBLE FOR
THE ANIMALS UNDER
OUR CARE.

CHRISTOPHER LAMARCA/REDUX

CAGE-FREE
MOVEMENT
TIMELINE
Pre-2011
Underground videos and
direct action.
2011-2014
Movement for a federal law
prohibiting battery cages
falls apart.
2015
California’s Proposition 2
takes effect. Aramark, which
services college cafeterias,
establishes a cage-free policy.
Costco pledges to go cagefree. McDonald’s pledges to
go cage-free in North America.
2016
Massachusetts passes a cagefree law. Safeway, Kroger,
Albertsons, Walmart, and
Sodexo pledge to go cagefree.
2018-2021
An organic cage-free poultry farm
in Lancaster County, Pa.

Cage-free chickens normally spend their
lives indoors.
The USDA defines free-range eggs as
those “produced by hens housed in a
building, room, or area that allows for
unlimited access to food, water, and continuous access to the outdoors during
their laying cycle.” Free-range chickens
can go outside anytime. They may not
have a lot of room in which to move
around, though.
Dordt professor Olthoff says Christians are right to be concerned about
animal welfare: Both battery cages and
cage-free systems have problems. He says
we need to consider the big picture: that
as caretakers of creation, we are responsible for the animals under our care. That
means we should understand their natural processes, such as pecking, and form
EMAIL editor@wng.org TWITTER @WORLD_mag

systems that take those into account.
Olthoff says better solutions exist,
including a system called “enhanced
colony.” It houses a group of chickens in
one large cage. That allows them to
develop a natural hierarchy, and cuts
down on the chaos of uncaged systems.
State laws and corporate pledges,
though, eliminate cages of all types, so
“enhanced colony” is currently a no-go.
Versova president Dean wishes people
had a better understanding of agriculture and how complex the issues are: “I
don’t sit back here and twiddle my mustache and mwahaha, you know. I mean,
we’re trying to produce food. Economical food. I love the fact that we touch so
many food plates every day. I love being
in food production. … Every single day I
think about how to do better.”
—Chloe Baker, Grace Kenyon, and Stephanie
Morton are new World Journalism Institute
graduates

Rhode Island, Washington,
Oregon, Michigan, Colorado,
and Utah pass cage-free laws.
2022
Massachusetts and California
(Proposition 12) cage-free laws
scheduled to go into effect.
2024
Oregon, Washington, and
Michigan laws scheduled to
go into effect.
2025
Utah and Colorado laws
scheduled to go into effect.
2026
Rhode Island law scheduled
to go into effect.
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Portraits of Christ
This is exactly the devotional that I have been wishing someone would write. Several have tried to
provide a deep, but accessible devotional guide to Christology. Whitla and Keddie actually succeeded.
HARRISON PERKINS, assistant minister, London City Presbyterian Church, London

Would you like to know Christ as your food, light, shelter, shepherd, and much more?

Here is sound doctrine for heartfelt devotion in daily life.
JOEL R. BEEKE, president, Puritan Reformed Theological Seminary, Grand Rapids

Christians can never think too much about Jesus Christ, and this book will help us to do that

in a way that both informs our minds with truth and moves our hearts to worship, love and trust him more.
WARREN PEEL, professor of New Testament language and literature, Reformed Theological College, Belfast

www.crownandcovenant.com

Disappearing
documentaries
HONG KONG ONCE WELCOMED
FILMS CRITICAL OF BEIJING. NOW
THEY’RE MOVING ELSEWHERE

by June Cheng

TOP: ACHMAD IBRAHIM/AP;
MIDDLE: INSIDE THE RED BRICK WALL;
BOTTOM: DO NOT SPLIT;
BACKGROUND: ISTOCK
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Young protesters in gas masks sprint through a haze of tear gas

in an attempt to escape the campus of Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU) on Nov.
18, 2019. A camera whips around to capture police in riot gear beating students with batons,
dragging them by their shirt collars, pressing their faces to the ground. Some protesters
try to yell out their names and ID numbers so aid workers can check in on them later at the
police station. The camera lingers on a single Vans sneaker that had fallen off its owner in
the scuffle. ¶ Their escape attempt fails as police arrest some and others run back into the
university, unable to break through the riot police surrounding the campus. Clashes between
the police and protesters started a day earlier after protesters set up roadblocks on the
Cross-Harbor Tunnel next to the university. ¶ Cameras capture tensions rising between
protesters as they debate their next steps: If arrested, protesters face rioting charges, which
carry a punishment of up to 10 years in prison. Exhausted, desperate, and afraid, the protesters take desperate measures to get out: Some rappel from a bridge down to waiting
motorcycles. Others try to escape through the sewers, like a scene out of Les Misérables.
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During the 2019 siege at PolyU, Hong Kong
police arrest a student (far left), and
protesters use ropes to lower themselves
from a pedestrian bridge to waiting
motorbikes in order to escape (left).

previously known for citizens’ ability to
say things the government banned in
mainland China. Films, books, art, and
media could criticize or mock Beijing
and the Hong Kong government without
retribution. That freedom allowed a generation of Hong Kongers to grow up
refusing to accept the status quo and
demanding the right to free elections.
But now Beijing is using a new national
security law and pressure campaigns to
squeeze those freedoms out of each sector of Hong Kong society.

These are the images from the documentary Inside the Red Brick Wall that
the Hong Kong government doesn’t want
shown on the big screen. After stateowned newspaper Wen Wei Po said showing the film may violate the national
security law due to its negative depictions of the government and the police,
Hong Kong’s Golden Scene Cinema canceled its March screening of the documentary, which had won a Hong Kong
Film Critics Award.
In response, organizers of the Taiwan
International Documentary Festival
(TIDF) chose to show the film on the festival’s opening night on April 30. In Shin
Kong Cinema in Taipei—located above
a bustling market selling electronics and
custom-made wedding dresses—the film
played to a packed theater. On-screen,
protesters lobbed Molotov cocktails, built
KIN CHEUNG/AP

barricades from classroom desks and
chairs, and used bows and arrows to
defend the university. Yet the most powerful moments were the intimate looks
at protesters—some as young as 15—
grappling with whether they were willing
to die for their cause.
The post-screening Q&A was replaced
by a taped message from the filmmakers,
identified only as Hong Kong Documentary Filmmakers. They thanked the festival for showing the film, grateful
freedom of expression still existed in
Taiwan, the self-governing island off
China’s coast. “We have not forgotten,”
they said to Hong Kongers in Taiwan.
“Many people continue to do what they
can silently, in the hopes that one day we
will be able to meet again.”
The stifling of artistic expression in
Hong Kong is a startling change for a city

HONG KONG IS CHANGING RAPIDLY. A
year and a half ago, when the siege of
PolyU took place, most Hong Kongers
were glued to livestreams from reporters
on the scene—certain websites allowed
people to watch nine livestreams simultaneously, giving them different perspectives of the battle. Thousands of Hong
Kongers joined in protests to rescue those
trapped inside the campus. Days later, a
record-breaking 71 percent of registered
voters waited in long lines to cast ballots
at local-level elections. Considered a referendum on the protests, pro-democracy
majorities won 17 of Hong Kong’s 18 districts. Joyous Hong Kongers popped
champagne in the streets at the news,
believing change was coming.
Change did come—but in the form of
greater repression rather than greater
freedom. After Beijing imposed a
wide-reaching national security law on
Hong Kong last July that criminalized
dissent, activists left the region or faced
arrest. Commonplace signs and slogans
disappeared overnight as people resorted
to speaking in code. Books by activists
like Joshua Wong disappeared from
libraries and bookstores.
Instead of taking liberal studies—a
course on current affairs—students now
must take “Citizenship and Social Development,” which focuses on instilling civic
values in line with the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and includes study tours
to the mainland. Hong Kong’s education
bureau also released guidelines for a new
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national security curriculum beginning
this fall. It includes using a cartoon owl
to warn first graders against subversion
and collusion with foreign forces.
Hong Kong’s once-free press is also
feeling the squeeze. Police arrested
Jimmy Lai, the 72-year-old founder of
the pro-democracy Apple Daily newspaper, and raided the paper’s newsroom in
August. State-owned Ta Kung Pao
denounced Apple Daily for “working for
foreign powers” and “slandering the
police force,” calling for the paper to be
banned.
Public broadcaster RTHK is also
undergoing a major shakeup: First the
government axed its long-running satirical show Headliner last June, then
replaced its director with a career
bureaucrat. Since then, RTHK has canceled at least three programs, failed to
renew the contract of confrontational
journalist Nabela Qoser, and begun deleting shows more than a year old from its
online platforms.
In response, Hong Kong citizens
backed up RTHK’s YouTube channel on
Lbry, a blockchain-sharing platform,
according to Hong Kong Free Press
(HKFP), an English-language online news
outlet that for now is able to continue
reporting.
The night-and-day difference in Hong
Kong in the past year is a sharp contrast
from what followed Hong Kong’s 1997
handover from British rule back to Beijing.
Many feared they would see dissidents
jailed, churches forced underground,
and free speech vanish.
Before the handover, Jeffrey Wasserstrom, a Chinese history professor at the
University of California, Irvine, visited a
Hong Kong university for a screening of
The Gate of Heavenly Peace, a documentary about the Tiananmen Square massacre. After the film, students asked him
if he thought they’d also face tanks once
Hong Kong was returned to China. Wasserstrom said then he didn’t believe
something that drastic would happen,
but thought perhaps Hong Kong would
ban the screening of sensitive documentaries.
Yet after the handover, Wasserstrom
was surprised to find one theater showed
The Gate of Heavenly Peace for an entire
month. At the time, the Chinese govern70
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ment allowed Hong Kong to continue its
way of life, eager for Hong Kong to continue thriving economically.
In Wasserstrom’s 2020 book Vigil:
Hong Kong on the Brink, he asked Chris
Patten, the last British governor of Hong
Kong, his thoughts about how slowly
Beijing initially exerted control in 1997
but then in the past few years how
quickly things tightened. Patten
responded: “When the snow starts melting, it melts quickly.”
IN 2015, THE LOW-BUDGET independent
film Ten Years stirred up controversy and
acclaim with its five vignettes depicting
what Hong Kong could look like in the
year 2025 as China continues to encroach
into the city. Several now seem prescient:
In “Extras,” a CCP apparatchik plots the
shooting of two Hong Kong candidates
by low-level gangsters to sow chaos and
create an excuse to pass a stringent
national security law.
“Self-Immolator” looks like a news
report about a supporter of Hong Kong
independence who sets herself on fire
outside the British Consulate, alluding
to the self-immolation of Tibetan monks
protesting China’s occupation of Tibet.
Scenes from the film look as if they came
from the 2019 protests: an elderly protester choking on tear gas, students
debating whether to take more violent
action in the streets, and police beating
protesters in a cloud of tear gas.
What filmmakers imagined could
happen in 10 years became reality in half
the time.
While the film only showed at one
theater, tickets there quickly sold out,
grossing more sales in the first week than
Star Wars: The Force Awakens. Several
other theaters picked up the surprise hit,
while groups held private screenings at
universities and public spaces around
the city.
When Ten Years was nominated for
a Hong Kong Film Award in 2016 (which
it won), mainland China did not broadcast the awards show. China’s state-run
Global Times called it a “thought virus.”
In a sign of how things have changed,
this year leading Hong Kong broadcaster
TVB decided not to show the Academy
Awards for the first time in more than
50 years after the Hong Kong protest
NG KA LEUNG: VINCENT YU/AP

documentary Do Not Split was nominated
for best documentary short subject. Norwegian director Anders Hammer noted
Hong Kong and China’s censorship of the
Oscars only brought more attention to
his film, which he made available for free
online. Viewers have since watched it
more than 137,000 times.
Do Not Split looks at some of the key
moments of the protests during the fall
of 2019 as peaceful protests grew more
violent. While the film is clearly sympathetic to the young protesters’ cause, it
also takes an unflinching look at some
of their violent tactics. In the opening
scene, the cameraman follows several
protesters as they push a shopping cart
full of gasoline canisters to a Bank of
China building, then set it on fire.
Wasserstrom noted that mainland
propaganda on the protests stresses the
violence and lawlessness of the protesters while claiming the international
media presented a false narrative by
never showing protester violence. He
Director Ng Ka Leung accepts the Best Film
award for his movie Ten Years at the 2016
Hong Kong Film Awards.

EMAIL jcheng@wng.org TWITTER @JuneCheng_World

believes it’s the second part that Beijing
is afraid the film would undermine. “If
you were someone with a pro-government view and you were to see this documentary, it would unsettle part of the
official government line on the protest,”
Wasserstrom said. “I think in some ways
that type of representation can be more
threatening to a censorship regime.”
DESPITE THE SCREENING cancellation,
neither Inside the Red Brick Wall nor Do
Not Split is officially banned in Hong
Kong. Yet when the pro-democracy Confederation of Trade Unions (CTU)
announced it would hold private screenings of three documentaries on the Hong
Kong protests—including Red Brick
Wall—pro-Beijing lawmaker Holden
Chow warned the group could be violating the national security law. If found
guilty, charges of subversion could lead
to sentences of up to life in prison.
Yet CTU Secretary-General Mung Siutat retorted that Chow’s accusation was
nonsense and the screening would go on
as planned in April, according to RTHK.
Wasserstrom noted the threats are a
power play: “If films can’t be shown in

Hong Kong, it means that potential revenue streams for a filmmaker dry up. The
idea is to try to intimidate people from
talking about something.”
Ta Kung Pao also went after the Hong
Kong Arts Development Council, claiming it funded “black violence movies,”
like Red Brick Wall. The council
responded that any grantee that violated
the national security law could have its
grant money canceled. Ta Kung Pao also
attacked arts group Ying E Chi, which
hosted screenings for independent films
including Ten Years, for distributing
films with “anti-government themes.”
This has led some filmmakers to seek
funding elsewhere. Makers of Hong Kong
protest documentary Blue Island found
a Japanese production partner—as well
as others in Europe and Asia—and raised
the rest of the money through crowdfunding, according to HKFP. “We didn’t
expect it to be such a success,” director
Chan Tze Woon told the news outlet. “I
think it’s because of what happened in
Hong Kong, people just want to support
films that tell their stories.”
As many young people leave Hong
Kong for Taiwan, the United States, or
the United Kingdom, Wasserstrom says,
the diaspora will draw attention to the
home they’ve left behind, to remember
events that can no longer be commemorated in the city, and keep the Hong
Kong spirit and traditions alive. Many
believe they can do more for Hong Kong
outside the city.
In Do Not Split, 22-year-old activist
Joey Siu describes how she had initially
wanted to be a schoolteacher until the
protests began. She started to spend her
time on the streets protesting, speaking
to international media and other countries to help. She feared her political
stance would be a black mark that would
prevent schools or companies from hiring her. Then once the national security
law passed, she knew she was no longer
safe in her hometown. Last October, Siu
moved to the United States.
In the film, Siu summed up the feelings of young people in Hong Kong: “We
often have the feeling that if we are losing the fight and we could no longer
safeguard the future of the city … what
is the meaning of thinking about our own
future?” 
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INSIDE
HEARTS
AND
HEADS
A conversation on fiction, faith, and
character-writing with novelist Sarah Hulse
by M A RV I N O L A S K Y
PHOTOS BY GREG LEHMAN/GENESIS
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fiction to WORLD readers. Some novels are formulaic, and
many that are more complex have anti-Christian worldviews.
So I’m glad to recommend strongly 36-year-old Sarah Hulse’s
two novels, Black River (2015) and Eden Mine (2020). At 232
and 259 pages they’re beach-carriable, but they’re not theologically light. Here’s our edited and tightened interview—and
please read to the end of the interview before ordering the
books, if you’re so inclined, because some readers may object
to the occasional curse words that Hulse includes.
Your two novels seem God-haunted. Your characters,
and I suspect you as well, wrestle with basic and crucial
questions of meaning.
Yes, I’m interested in ways that some seemingly simple things
about faith and Christianity are difficult for some people in
practice. I enjoy writing fiction that engages with the messier and more difficult side of belief.
I suspect you tell your students at University of Nevada,
Reno, what I tell journalism students—writing is 10
percent writing and 90 percent rewriting.
Yes. I use those exact percentages.
Your rewriting has made me conclude there’s nothing
accidental in your books—they’re interwoven—so I’d
like you to do what I haven’t asked any of my 200-plus
previous interviewees to do: Read a few paragraphs and
tell me why they are there. I suspect you have copies of
your novels close at hand.
Yep, I’ll just grab them from the other room. … All right, got
them.
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In Black River, your central character is a 60-year-old
prison guard whose father was also a prison guard.
Please read the paragraph at the bottom of page 52.
“When Wes was 14, his father switched from evening watch
to day watch at the prison. It was a change he had waited
years for, but it meant he was now inside the gate Sunday
mornings. They began attending evening service, and it was
a habit Wes held to as an adult; he was sorry to see it had
been done away with. At evening service, the sanctuary was
peopled mostly by men who sat alone, wide gaps between
them in the pews. The pastor’s voice was tired but unyielding,
and the hymns took on an appealing strangeness when sung
only in low men’s voices. It was during that spare, solemn
hour, in the largely empty sanctuary, the bright candy windows dark, that Wes came closest to believing.”
Why would Wes then come closest to believing?
Wes yearns for faith but struggles, at least in his own mind,
to have it. Some of that comes back to him being a character
who believes very strongly in rules and is impatient with
other people who don’t follow them. Wes almost doesn’t allow
himself to believe, doesn’t feel himself worthy of it. He feels
belief comes easily to other people and not to himself, and
doesn’t really understand why. This stripped-down service,
populated mostly by other people who at least partly understand his experiences as a corrections officer, allows him in
that moment to feel more of a connection than he does in a
more traditional service.
Why does he never take communion?
He feels inauthentic. He doesn’t allow himself to belong fully.
Wes is, or was, a wonderful fiddler. His wife Claire is not
a believer. Could you read the sentences at the bottom
of page 62? After a rigid practice, he plays …
“… a hymn. These are for her. She’s Claire the heathen, Claire
the agnostic, and she loves hymns. Her favorite is ‘Blest Be
the Tie That Binds.’ She thinks Wesley’s must be ‘Nearer My
God to Thee,’ because he plays it almost as often, though
she’s never asked him to.”
Does Claire just love her husband’s playing, or does she
love the hymns themselves—and if so, why?
Wes is loath to think about his own feelings or even acknowledge that he has them. Claire recognizes that Wes is more
faithful than he would say he is, and his faith is more impor
tant to him than he even recognizes. And, even though Claire
insists she’s not a believer, she really sees something special
and unique in this music.
Top of page 64, please.

“Though Claire does not believe in God, she loves her husband’s efforts at faith. He keeps a Bible on their bedside table
and reads from it most nights before turning out the light;
he told her once, while they were lying beside each other in
the dark, that the stories in its pages never seem quite the
way he remembers them from church.”
Assuming that nothing is haphazard in your writing,
why that last sentence?
This draws an early distinction between the more performative elements of faith and practice, and the more personal
elements. Wes, even if he doesn’t realize it fully at this point,
internalizes some of these stories and processes them in ways
that go beyond simply being receptive to what someone else,
like a pastor, tells him about them.

That seems very much like the classic Western hero who
knows more than he may think he knows, and in a crisis
comes through in a way he’s not sure he will. How much
of that character reflects you in some ways?
I have certain personality traits that I understand about him.
His tendency to want a rule book: I could empathize with
that a lot—and many people can. I was in graduate school at
the University of Oregon when I drafted Black River, and
then worked on it for about a year after graduating. I was
attending church part of the time and wasn’t sure why. I
became a Christian while writing the novel, so I can understand the experience of having a journey as an adult.
How did you become a Christian as you were writing the
novel?
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I grew up in a nominally Christian family and went to a
mainline church for a few years with one of my parents. It
wasn’t a big part of our lives, but it was always something
that fascinated me. As I got older, I attended a lot of different
kinds of churches and met pastors who introduced me to
some of the richness of Christian thought over the millennia.
I saw there’s a lot more to this than I realized, and it became
very, very important to me.
Your character Wes can no longer fiddle, but on page 104
he’s listening to a decades-old tape of when he could
play, his wife was alive, and his stepson was small.
“There were other sounds on the tape, too, beneath the music.
A mischievous little boy’s giggle, a steady thumping. … Claire’s
voice: sweet, gentle, a little huskier than he’d expected the
first time he heard her speak. ‘Denny, must you always be
such a whirling dervish? He’s going to bring this house crashing down, Wesley. Something a little slower this time, please.’
“He stopped the tape player, pressed the rewind button.
A little slower this time, please. … These things that had been
his, these voices, so close. Rewind, again. This time, please.
Again. Time please. Please. Please.”
How did you, in your 20s, understand a 60-year-old’s
perspective of wanting to revisit the past?
It’s getting to know the character, imagining what it’s like to
be someone else. I haven’t been married, but I have observed
other people’s marriages. I have had close relationships of
varying kinds, and I can take some of those experiences and
emotions and apply them to a different situation for a different person. You take things from your own life that might
have some parallels, even if they’re not the exact same thing.
You say, “How would this character feel?” That’s one of the
things I love most about fiction: learning—and hopefully
conveying to other people—what it’s like to be someone who
is not like you.
A key theme throughout this book involves the possibility of personal change. Can Wes change? On page 135 he
speculates with his friend, Farmer, about whether a
convict can change.
“For a few, religion seemed like a hobby, the way weightlifting or watching the soaps were hobbies for other inmates.
And maybe—maybe—it was more for some. ‘Farmer, you
don’t think he could have really changed?’ ‘Do I think a man
can come to religion and be the better for it? Yes, I do.’ He
glanced back at the mountains suddenly, at the sun hovering
above. ‘But do I think Robert Williams can be that man? That
I just don’t know.’”
Have you seen Christianity radically change people?
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That is a central promise of Christianity, and that is a key
part of Wes’ own faith transformation and his own efforts to
change. I write about very flawed characters in very difficult
situations, and the possibility of redemption is central. I do
see the stories ultimately as ones of hope—and the reason
for that is the possibility of change.
Please read from page 223, starting with “Help me.”
“‘Help me,’ Wes had whispered, ‘survive this.’ The blade
pulled tight below his jaw, arching his face up. He closed his
eyes. ‘And if I can’t—’ he said ‘—survive—’ the words coming
faster, without thought, coming without his calling them,
the way his music always had and never would again ‘—then
ease my way home to You.’ Eyes open now, sight blurred by
tears that wouldn’t fall. ‘And please, God, above all else,
watch over my wife and my son. Shelter them in Your love.’
No more. The blade was still there at his throat, his life
moments—millimeters—from ending. If there were ever a
moment in which to find faith, to be struck with the certainty
of God’s presence, Wes was enduring it, but he felt no comfort, no peace.”

“THAT’S ONE OF THE
THINGS I LOVE MOST
ABOUT FICTION:
LEARNING—AND
HOPEFULLY CONVEYING
TO OTHER PEOPLE—
WHAT IT’S LIKE TO BE
SOMEONE WHO IS
NOT LIKE YOU.”

You don’t tie up everything nicely with a bow.
Like a lot of people I sometimes resist the tendency that exists
in some contemporary American churches to have a veneer
of optimism, focusing on the verses that show things are OK.
That’s an incredibly important message, but human experience is messy and difficult. One of the amazing things about
faith is that people can become even stronger, sometimes,
through suffering. I think it’s important for there to be fiction
that engages with Christian themes and believes in the importance of forgiveness and redemption, but doesn’t look away
from the challenges that come with living in a very messy
world.
Let’s turn to your second novel, Eden Mine. I assume you
chose the title, not accidentally.
So many towns out west have names like Eden or Paradise.
Eden Mine is set in a declining town where the silver mines
have closed. No one who comes through the town would call
it Eden, but for the protagonist, Jo, it’s home, “mine.” She
wrestles throughout the novel with whether she can love
something that’s damaged—and Jo reckons with the fact that
her beloved brother Samuel has done something truly terrible.
Another main character is a pastor with what I suspect
is a carefully chosen Old Testament name, Asa Truth.
He wants to know the truth about prayer. Please read
his musings on page 69.
“I have prayed. I have prayed with words. With any words
that come to my lips, with eloquent words and words so
jumbled they scarcely make sense. With words that say exactly
what I mean and words that can’t come close. I have prayed
with my eyes shut and my hands clenched so tightly they
ache for hours afterward.”
How do you understand prayer?
Gratitude and praise and worship are key parts of prayer,
but we see in Scripture that you can express despair or confusion or dissatisfaction, and those are things that God can
handle. Early in the novel Asa is mostly pulling out the verses
that support the comforting aspect of prayer. Later he
embraces on a personal level that expressing some darker
emotions doesn’t make him less faithful.
Asa is faithful even though he had a pastor-dad who was
a liar. Jo tells him, “You were raised by a man putting
on these fake faith healing tent shows. Yet here you are,
an actual preacher with an actual congregation. Do you
believe it all?” What’s his answer?
“‘I do.’ Clears his throat. ‘I try.’ … My father taught me my
scripture, my hymns, my prayers, the tools of his trade. I
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didn’t know he didn’t believe in any of it, not then. He told
me later it was because a kid couldn’t be trusted not to give
away the game. Maybe that was all it was. I wonder sometimes.’
He looks at me. ‘He and I used to drive from town to town in
this old RV, just the two of us. We’d park in fields or pastures
or fairgrounds or empty lots on the outskirts of towns, wherever they’d let us set up the tent. I slept in that little bunk
over the cab. There was a window by my pillow, and if it was
warm enough I’d crack it open after I went to bed. My father
would sit outside in a lawn chair, and some nights I’d hear
him praying the psalms. And he was praying them, not just
reading them.”
Asa sees and experiences many different types of faith.
Yeah, I had hoped with his character in this book not to do
a simplistic narrative of faith as a thing you either have or
don’t have, full stop. Asa is faithful throughout the novel, but
the nature of his faith and how he experiences and expresses
it changes pretty dramatically. That’s not a narrative we see
a lot of in contemporary fiction, which tends to be mainly
conversion or deconversion stories. I wanted a character who
remains faithful, but in a way new to him—to have his faith
tested and come through that, but not in a way that leaves
him unchanged.
Asa Truth asks the theodicy question: Why, when we
have an omniscient, omnipotent, loving God, do bad
things happen? Are you trying to help readers grapple
with that?
Yes, sometimes as Christians we seem a bit afraid to ask the
hard questions. As someone who came to faith as an adult,
I worry sometimes that if we’re not aware of the deep body
of work and thought and writing that engages with that
question, people turn away. Asa has been very seriously
harmed, and it’s realistic he struggles in the moment. He
wrestles, feels lost at times, but he doesn’t abandon his faith.
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“I WANTED A CHARACTER
WHO REMAINS FAITHFUL,
BUT IN A WAY NEW TO
HIM—TO HAVE HIS FAITH
TESTED AND COME
THROUGH THAT, BUT NOT
IN A WAY THAT LEAVES
HIM UNCHANGED.”

example, Wes in Black River swears during a miserable
moment, and his wife comments that this is the first time
she’s heard him swear in 30 years of marriage. Give us
the benefit of your thinking of when bad language is
appropriate.
Sure. I get letters with three sentences of praise followed by,
“I didn’t like the swearing.”

Is one of your underlying questions how much we rely
on our own personal experience as opposed to relying
on the Bible?
That’s definitely something I explore through Asa’s character.
There’s a moment when he’s reading his Bible and he doesn’t
want to look at some parts right now: They’re not resonating
with him. As a pastor he knows how he’s supposed to read it
and what the theological lessons are supposed to be, but he
understood some things in an intellectual way, and now has
to apply it in new ways.

I haven’t asked you to read any of those passages.
Yeah, I don’t read them at public readings, even though I
wrote them. It’s certainly not language I want to use in my
own life. In Black River, it’s there to be uncomfortable. It’s
part of Wes’ overall character arc. This kind of language is
not something to encourage, but there are times when characters like his stepson are really hurting, and Wes—instead
of caring and showing empathy—retreats and thinks, “Look
at this guy saying these words.” I hope the reader might see
that while these words are offensive, and it would be better
if people didn’t use them, Wes fixates on them when he should
be focusing on something else.

We’re almost out of time, but I want to ask about the way
you occasionally have a character use obscenity or profanity, and have another character comment on it. For

Finally, a rude question—is a third novel coming?
I certainly have an idea, and am making notes and doing
research. I’m not the swiftest of writers, but it’s on the way. 
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Beachy-keen reads

Five summertime book-reading recommendations
from WORLD staffers
ANXIOUS PEOPLE

by Fredrik Backman

An unsuccessful bank robber bursts
into a showing at an apartment and takes
captive a group of strangers. A fatherson police team investigates the hostage
situation, flummoxed by the robb e r ’s s e e m i n g
disappearance into
thin air. As the story
unfolds with twists
and hilarious surprises, it’s clear it
isn’t a crime procedural but a look at
humans, their anxieties, and their relationships. Swedish author Backman, who
also wrote A Man Called Ove, excels at
humanizing grumpy old men as they live
and interact in a changing world.
Although Anxious People reflects a secular perspective (and includes a storyline
about a lesbian couple), overall it captures the common grace of the love
between parent and child, between married couples, and among strangers as
they realize they have more in common
than they thought. —Angela Lu Fulton
THE STORIED LIFE OF A.J. FIKRY

by Gabrielle Zevin

“My favorite kind of book is the kind
where a character has hardships but
overcomes them in the end,” declares a
young writer in a story-within-a-story. “I
know life isn’t like
that. Maybe that’s
why it’s my favorite
thing.” This novel,
while introducing
characters whose
re l i g i o n i s b e s t
described
as
“humanism,” offers a
pro-life point of
view: The title character reflects on the
inherent worthiness of human life
through the lens of a small-town bookseller. Meanwhile, a minor character
gives birth to a daughter, despite having
no family support and knowing mother-

hood will cost her a much-needed scholarship. The book’s theme of broken
people rising above tragedy brings to
mind other good reads like The Year of
Magical Thinking by Joan Didion (a memoir about new widowhood) and As Bright
as Heaven by Susan Meissner (about a
family’s losses surrounding the 1918
Spanish flu pandemic). —Katie Gaultney
SECRETS OF A CHARMED LIFE

by Susan Meissner

W h e n 1 5 -ye a r- o l d E m m e l i n e
Downtree lands an apprenticeship offer
with a London clothes designer, she
thinks she might finally break free from
the stigma and trial of being the illegitimate child of a single woman. But World
War II’s outbreak
destroys her plans:
Emmy finds herself
packed off along
with younger sister
Julia to live in the
English countryside
far from danger.
Under the care of a
kind and sympathetic widow, Emmy tries to adjust. But
a poor decision leads to the girls’ separation amid a Luftwaffe blitz. Alone in a
bombed-out city, Emmy searches in vain
for Julia. Instead she finds an unexpected way forward as she grapples with
finding closure and learning to forgive
herself. —Kristin Chapman
THE WIND IN THE WILLOWS

by Kenneth Grahame

Mole, fed up with spring cleaning at
his hole-in-the-ground home, takes off
for the riverbank for the first time. There
he builds a friendship with steady Rat,
who introduces him to life on the river
and other anthropomorphic animals,
including Toad and Badger. The story
follows these four friends through their
journeys on and around a river in
England. Toad’s antics and Rat and
Mole’s rafting capture youthful imaginations. But the true appeal of this novel,
first published in 1908, is Grahame’s

vivid descriptions
of the untouched
English countryside and his
sometimes
tear-jerking
depictions of
friends who go
out of their way to
serve
one
another. The imaginative setting gives
readers a refreshing glimpse of the sorrows and joys of growing up in a world
that always seems to be getting bigger.
Winnie-the-Pooh author A.A. Milne
described Grahame’s book as one that
a young man gives “to the girl with whom
he is in love, and if she does not like it,
asks her to return his letters.” —Leah
Hickman

THIS IS CHANCE!

by Jon Mooallem

In the spring of 1964, the most powerful earthquake in American history
struck Anchorage, Alaska, briefly cutting
off the frontierlike town from the outside
world. An unlikely hero emerged in Genie
Chance, a busy mom of three young
children and a part-time radio reporter
for a local station in
Anchorage—the
backwater community where she had
moved with her family five years before.
Just before sundown
on Good Friday,
Genie watched the
road roll away from
her car as a 9.2 magnitude earthquake
ripped through town. She spent much
of the next 48 hours on-air, informing
local residents of the news she reported
firsthand from the rescue efforts and
becoming a one-woman information hub
for a colorful bunch of locals unsure of
what would be left of their hometown.
The true story offers an intriguing look
into the beginnings of the 49th state and
the turbulent weekend that defined it
for years to come. —Jamie Dean
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BACK
ROA DS
BACK IN
TIME
How has Middle America changed
in the last 50 years?
by M A RV I N O L A S K Y
ILLUSTRATIONS BY JOHN S. DYKES
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WITH APOLOGIES TO KATHARINE LEE BATES, I’VE WRITTEN

some parody words for the lovely poem she penned, which—
when set to music—became “America the Beautiful.” Try
these:
O beautiful for spacious hopes, / For persons grown or
small, / In red and blue and purple states, / With life and work
for all! / America! America! / God shed His grace on y’all, /
And save our laws from grasping paws / In legislative halls.
Sadly, when The New York Times or The Washington Post
sends reporters into the Midwest (“flyover country”), the
stories they write sometimes seem less like Katharine Bates
and more like a TripAdvisor rating of the fictional Bates Motel,
made infamous in Alfred Hitchcock’s 1960 film Psycho.
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So last month I revisited by car 673 miles—20 percent—of
a cross-country bicycle journey I had in 1971. Fifty years ago
I had never traveled west of the Hudson River, never bicycled
more than 5 miles at a time, never in my whole life slept outside. But I was graduating from college and wanted to explore.
Last month my wife and I visited her 96-year-old mom in
Detroit and were heading to northwest Iowa to teach a World
Journalism Institute course. I also wanted to write about the
things we can see during summer vacations—if we have time
to travel on state and county highways rather than interstates
on which parents use the internet to save children from boredom.
ON MAY 14 WE GOT ON M-21, a trans-Michigan state highway,
in Lapeer, which was once the site of a gargantuan Michigan
Home for the Feeble-Minded and Epileptic. Now it’s gone, with
folks who would have resided there placed in small group
homes: probably an improvement. Now two low-slung schools,
a community college, and a marsh quack-full of ducks and
geese occupy the land.
VFW posts still have tanks and howitzers outside. Flint,
because of the Vietnam War that ended with American allies
fleeing Southeast Asia, has a Hmong Community Hall. Small
towns still have war memorials listing names of those who
died in combat. Happily, relatively few names have been added
since 1971.
Owosso, Mich., still shows off the city’s first residence, a
log cabin that was home to Elias and Lucy Comstock, the first
permanent settlers in what became Owosso. Comstock became
a merchant, county clerk, judge, and Baptist deacon, and his
one-room cabin also served as the first church building.
Today, new settlers also turn small buildings into churches:
Just down the road is an Iglesia Baptista. But many older

denominations have liberalized, and I couldn’t help laughing
when an unintentionally humorous Congregational church
sign in Greenville, Mich., advertised Sun Worship, along with
a Sunday school class taught by Ms. Candy.
We saw in Muskegon that improved technology has its
pleasures and costs. In 1971 I spent all night on a slow, dilapidated boat that took me across Lake Michigan from Muskegon
to Milwaukee. Last month Susan and I traveled on that ferry’s
replacement, the high-speed Lake Express, three times faster
but also three times more expensive.
That tells us something about America in 2021, where children should learn that we are far richer in technology, housing
space, and transportation ease than our forebears—but convenience carries a cost, as it did in Wisconsin 135 years ago, “When
crash, and wails of terror / Were sent through the morning air,
/ Wails from the crushed and dying, / Caught in a cruel snare.”
That poem commemorates an 1886 tragedy: A hurtling train
with the then-sensational speed of 40-45 miles per hour slammed
into freight cars. Stoves and lamps overturned. A leaping fire
turned 16 humans into charred remains buried in one grave of
the Rio cemetery that I stopped at in 1971 and again last month.
Business away from the freeways hasn’t changed much in
50 years. Rio has Mark’s Market, not Walmart. It has Rio Hardware, Griggsy’s, and other local enterprises rather than chains.
Small businesses in Rio and in Portage, Wis., the home of
Frederick Jackson Turner (1861-1932), show the continued
validity of his “frontier thesis” that Westward ho! entrepreneurialism formed a strong American character.
WHEN WE DROVE ALONG WISCONSIN ROUTE 16, the landscape

frequently changed: sometimes marsh and swamp, sometimes
rich soil, sometimes pasture grass, sometimes the edges of

cranberry bogs. We saw white houses, red barns, the Wisconsin River, oak and pine. Then, amid towering sandstone cliffs,
came the Wisconsin Dells, for generations the center of a small,
secluded valley where people came to boat and fish.
The Wisconsin Mirror, a local newspaper, stated in 1856
that “the wild, romantic scenery of the ‘Dells’ will always make
them a place of resort for seekers of pleasure.” But what kind
of pleasure? It’s still possible on the outskirts to enjoy nature
quietly, but the Wisconsin Dells Parkway is now known as “The
Strip,” as in Las Vegas.
The Dells now has 18 indoor water parks, an upside-down
White House, and statues of Bigfoot. It has the World’s Largest
Trojan Horse, 65 feet tall with a go-cart track that runs through
it. But for natural rather than artificial thrills, Wisconsin also
has 56 bicycle trails, 55 more than the one that existed in 1971.
I pedaled the 32 miles of that discarded railroad right of way
from Elroy to Sparta, which now calls itself the Bicycling
Capital of America.
Sparta’s street name signs display bike symbols. Its guides
list B&Bs for cyclists. Its Space and Bicycle Museum unites the
Wright Brothers and The Right Stuff astronauts. But the town’s
top attraction is the FAST (Fiberglass Animals Shapes and
Trademarks) Corporation field, where well-used, giant-sized
fiberglass creations are laid to rest. We saw ice cream cones,
dogs, and rodents at least twice our size, along with a giant
Santa Claus, a realistic elephant, and a fiberglass Mount Rushmore.
THEN WE CROSSED THE MISSISSIPPI and drove north alongside it for the most beautiful 26 miles of our trip: Late afternoon
sun on the water, forested islands on the right, bluffs on the
left. We headed west along U.S. 14 through Utica, Eyota,
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Owatonna, and Waseca, on the way to Mankato, a land of blue
earth along the Minnesota River and the site of the largest
joint execution in American history.
I studied in graduate school the Sioux Uprising of 1862,
now called the U.S.-Dakota War, and read the The WPA Guide
to Minnesota: The Federal Writers’ Project Guide to 1930s
Minnesota, published in 1938. Let it tell the story: “At the
conclusion of the Sioux uprising in 1862, over 400 Indians
were tried; the 303 condemned to death were brought to
Mankato to await President Lincoln’s approval of the verdict.
Lincoln commuted the sentences of all but 38.
“The day of the execution, December 26, was bitterly cold.
Large throngs of people, among them many armed men, milled
through the streets of Mankato. Every vantage point for the
hanging had been appropriated hours before. Two thousand
Minnesota troops had been moved to the scene to prevent
disorder. …
“Thirty-eight Indians were hanged simultaneously from a
single gallows. They asked that the chains, by which they were
bound in pairs, be removed so they might walk to the platform
in single file. This was done, and, singing an Indian war song,
each placed the rope around his own neck and continued
singing while the cap was adjusted over his eyes. At the
appointed time, W.H. Dooley, whose entire family had been
massacred at Lake Shetek, cut the 2-inch scaffolding rope,
and the entire number dropped to their death.
“In 1912 a granite marker commemorating the hanging
stands on the site of the execution, on the northwest corner
of Front and Main Sts.”
That 4-ton monument read, “Here were hanged 38 Sioux
Indians.” It was there in 1971. Now it’s gone, replaced by a
Reconciliation Park that includes limestone statues of a white
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buffalo and a warrior, a memorial that lists the names of the
38 men hanged, and benches that say, “Forgive everyone
everything.”
The war’s overall death toll was 400-800 whites and an
unrecorded number of Dakota tribespeople. We drove west
from Mankato through a limestone-ledged valley to the New
Ulm battle site, where a memorial obelisk lists the names of
dead settlers but does not mention the dead of the other side.
It’s the reverse of the memorial in Reconciliation Park, which
does not mention the dead on the settler side.
A plaque placed in front of the Mankato Library in 1976
probably offers the most judicious summary: The war, which
occurred while most of the United States was occupied with
a larger incivility, was the “culmination of years of friction.”
In the most celebrated work of fiction by Laura Ingalls
Wilder, Little House on the Prairie (1935), Laura asks her
parents about the Minnesota war, but they do not give her
any details. Forty years later, on the shoulders of a wellwatched Little House on the Prairie television series, the Laura
Ingalls Wilder Museum and Gift Shop opened in Walnut Grove,
about a mile from Plum Creek where Laura and her family
lived.
The city of Walnut Grove website includes a history page.
It notes, “Hardships were common on the prairie. A grasshopper plague almost destroyed the settlement in the 1870s.
Perseverance, hard work, and a strong Christian faith carried
the community through the many hard times.”
Two blocks south of the museum, the Walnut Grove city
park has a path with an ingenious series of nine signs. One
shows parents how to “start your child on the road to reading.”
(“Point to the letter painted on the ground. Say the sound
each letter makes.”) Others show parents “how to get your

Almost a very cold day
In 1971 I decided to bicycle
across the country because,
while researching a college
senior thesis involving late
19th-century history, I ran
across an account of a
coast-to-coast bicycle trip
in 1890 by Frank Weaver, a
member of the New Haven
Bicycle Club. He was the
sixth person to do it. It
remained a rare adventure
during the next 80 years.
Wanting to be an explorer, I
headed west on June 15, the
day after graduation.
Weaver described his

adventure in the June 13,
1890, issue of Bicycling
World. One paragraph was
about “a rather fresh young
fellow who loosened the
rope of his bulldog so that
when the dog ran in front
the rope came across the
wheel, causing a dismount.”
Weaver “showed a reliable
.38 caliber and told him to
get his dog out of the way if
he wanted to take him home
alive. That settled it.”
I didn’t carry a gun and
still remember a hot, humid
Midwest day lowlighted by

child up and active … turn simple ideas into learning games
… turn any time into story time.” (Look around for story ideas.
See a bird? Say, “Once there was a bird named …”)
The Walnut Grove Veterans Memorial, which sits close to
the children’s path, declares, “Whoever passes here, let him
remember the brave men and women of this community who
have in all times gone to the defense of their country.”

EMAIL molasky@wng.org TWITTER @MarvinOlasky

a German shepherd who
took too seriously his “Head
of Farm Security” job
description. He snarled so
menacingly that I chose to
outrun him. We pounded
side by side for a mile, and
I veered into the opposite
lane of traffic. Happily, no
cars came, and at the
moment I could sprint no
longer, he veered into
underbrush.
Weaver wrote in the July
Fourth issue about crossing
a trestle when a train
approached: “Giving my

wheel a yank I swung it over
the side and hung it to a
cross tie, hanging by the
saddle, and jumped off the
bridge, landing fifteen feet
below, fortunately without
a scratch. If we had made
the jump from the middle,
where it was fifty feet, it
would have been a cold
day.”
That never happened to
me, but I never braked on
downhills and got up to 40
mph, passing trucks. One
flat tire and it would have
been a very cold day. —M.O.

AS DR. SEUSS MIGHT EXCLAIM, the places we went, the signs
we saw. Signs along M-21 in Michigan feature sharper political
messages than seemed evident 50 years ago—“Our governor is
an idiot”—but also traditional ones: “At the end of the road you
will meet God” and “Don’t count the days. Make the days count.”
Some billboards display new concerns: “Don’t drive high”
(Michigan has legalized marijuana use), “Stop texts, stop
wrecks,” and “Spread hope, not COVID.”
A smattering of others: “Support Dairy … Dairy Strong …
Evolution Dental Care … We Back the Badge … Yum Yum Thai
Kitchen … Grateful Shed Truck Yard … Exotic Dance Wear …
Romans 6:23. Let that sink in.” (“For the wages of sin is death,
but the free gift of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord.”)
In Lake Benton, the westernmost town on U.S. 14 in Minnesota, we turned south, and headed to Sioux Center, Iowa,
for our World Journalism Institute teaching. At the outskirts
of Lake Benton stands a sign: “A Baby is a Baby. Born and
Unborn.” The next morning we heard that the U.S. Supreme
Court had agreed to take a case from Mississippi that could
lead to the overturn of Roe v. Wade, one of the two worst
decisions (alongside Dred Scott) in American history.
It was great to see many pro-life signs along our trip (“Protect the preborn,” “Love the babies”) that weren’t there on
my travels in 1971—two years before Roe. It will be greater in
50 years if they’re not there because the offense that generates
them is on the scrapheap of history. 
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MINISTRY ROOTED
IN ANCIENT WISDOM
Introducing the Lexham Ministry Guides.
Edited by award-winning author Harold L. Senkbeil,
this new series offers practical, proven wisdom for
the church. These books invite you to enter into these
conversations to better serve the Savior’s sheep and
lambs with confidence. You will find hands-on tools,
lessons from years of ministry experience, and an array
of resources to apply to your own ministry context.

Learn more at lexhampress.com/LMG.

SEEING THE
TRINITY IN
SCRIPTURE
“These essays exhibit the Trinity
in its biblical manifestation and
dogmatic proclamation.”
—Matthew Levering, James N. and Mary
D. Perry Jr. Chair of Theology, Mundelein
Seminary

DISCOVER JOHN’S
GOSPEL AFRESH
“Pastors, teachers, students,
and all others who want to
understand this Gospel and pass
along its good news to others will
find this book to be an outstanding
resource.”
—Robert W. Yarbrough, Professor of New
Testament, Covenant Theological Seminary

To learn more and order, visit LexhamPress.com

NOTEBOOK
Spo r t s

S c i en ce

He a l th

Med i ci n e

The Portland Diamond
Project’s rendering of its
proposed MLB stadium

WILL PORTLAND
STRIKE OUT?

Last year’s violent protests in Portland
could hurt the city’s chances of attracting
baseball’s Oakland A’s
by Ray Hacke

PORTLAND DIAMOND PROJECT/CONTRIBUTED RENDERING

AS THE OAKLAND ATHLETICS look to
slide into a new home, a Portland-based
organization seeking to bring big-league
baseball to the city sees the opportunity
it has long waited for. But Portland’s
increasing reputation for lawlessness
may undermine any hopes Oregon’s largest city has of landing the team.
The Athletics announced in mid-May
that Major League Baseball had
instructed the team to begin looking for
possible relocation destinations. For
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more than 50 years, the team has occupied the long-dilapidated Oakland Coliseum. Since 2007 it has tried to get a
new stadium built in the San Francisco
Bay Area, either in Oakland or south in
Fremont or San Jose. With the A’s latest
stadium proposal facing yet another
roadblock—and their lease of the coliseum set to expire in 2024—MLB greenlighted the A’s to begin looking for
greener pastures.
The upcoming move would make it
the first MLB team to relocate more than
twice, as the A’s also called Philadelphia
and Kansas City home before moving to
Oakland following the 1967 season.
Enter the Portland Diamond Project
(PDP). Formed in 2017, the PDP’s mission
is to lure an MLB franchise to the Rose
City to complement its other pro sports
franchises—the NBA’s Trail Blazers,
Major League Soccer’s Timbers, and the
National Women’s Soccer League’s
Thorns.
Portland has several things going for
it: The city is closer to Oakland than any
other viable candidate except Las Vegas
(though the difference is fewer than 100
miles), and MLB wouldn’t have to realign
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THIS IS MUCH
BIGGER THAN
BRINGING A
BALLPARK TO
PORTLAND.

its divisions, as it likely would if the A’s
moved east of the Mississippi River. In
Portland, the A’s could develop a heated
Pacific Northwest rivalry with the Seattle
Mariners, who play just two hours away.
John Canzano, a Portland sports columnist and talk radio personality,
reported in late May that A’s officials,
including team owner John Fisher, were

planning to visit Portland in June. That
means the city is in play.
However, Portland also has one major
strike against it: During last year’s race
demonstrations following the death of
George Floyd, the entire nation watched
as groups of anti-police protesters and
anarchists vandalized, looted, and set
fires in the city for more than 100 days
(see Sophia Lee’s story on page 48).
John McIsaac, the PDP’s media contact, denies that last year’s demonstrations gave Portland a black eye. “The
image problem was generated by Trump,
Fox News, and the New York Post,”
McIsaac said via email. “We’re fine here.”
Canzano would beg to differ: Last
October, he reported in The Oregonian
MLB officials had planned to visit Portland after the World Series, but that PDP
and MLB mutually agreed to cancel the
visit. Canzano shared the contents of an
email from PDP founder Craig Cheek to
Portland Mayor Ted Wheeler: “Neither
the league nor [the PDP] feel comfortable
in showcasing and hosting in downtown
Portland at this juncture,” Cheek wrote.
Even now that the A’s have announced
plans to visit Portland, Canzano maintains the city has an image problem to
overcome: “This is much bigger than
bringing a ballpark to Portland,” he
wrote in a May 18 column. “It’s about
re-framing the image and condition of
the most notable city in our state.”
Images of rioters taking to the streets
of Portland, destroying property, and
attacking people—all in the name of ending hate—are not new: Reports of the
destructive actions of antifa in the city
date back to 2017. And Wheeler has made
national news multiple times for allowing
the group to run amok in his city: Only
this year, after yet another round of violent protests, did Wheeler reverse course,
calling for a tougher crackdown on rioters.
Pressed about whether perceptions
of Portland as a violent city could cost
the city a shot at the A’s, McIsaac
responded, “We’ve had challenges during
Covid, exacerbated by protests just like
L.A. and San Francisco and Seattle, all
of whom have major sports.”
True, but those cities already have
MLB teams and aren’t trying to attract
one. If the A’s decide Portland is not safe,
they may just rule it out. 
PORTLAND DIAMOND PROJECT/CONTRIBUTED RENDERING
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COVID-19’S PATIENT ZERO

Christian physician assistant Keith Erickson treated the first known
case of the coronavirus in the United States
by Bonnie Pritchett

W
SANDY SOLIS

HEN A 35-YEAR-OLD MAN with a cough and a fever came
into an urgent care clinic in Snohomish County, Wash., on
Jan. 19, 2020, physician assistant Keith Erickson assumed
he was attending to another flu patient.
Little did he know the man waiting in the exam room
had contracted the new coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2. And
while the patient’s identity remains anonymous, medical
journals and news reports in the United States know him
as Patient Zero, the first person in the United States officially
diagnosed with the respiratory illness COVID-19.
Erickson also remained anonymous until he agreed
to tell his story to WORLD in May. He works at a family
practice during the week and moonlights at the urgent
care clinic. Several times a month he volunteers at Safe
Harbor, a free faith-based medical clinic he helped establish.

The patient told Erickson he had
arrived in Washington four days earlier
from his home in Wuhan, China, where
word of a new virus and its deadly symptoms was spreading. Unaware of the outbreak, Erickson left the man in the exam
room to check the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) website
for information. There he found a bulletin
urging health officials to be on the lookout
for patients matching three criteria: travel
from China, fever, and respiratory illness.
Check. Check. And check.
Erickson called the Washington State
Health Department about his patient. The
department called the CDC, and soon
Erickson received a call from someone
who identified herself as the head of
0 6.26.2 1
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epidemiology at the CDC. That began a
five-hour barrage of phone calls and
inquiries while the patient sat in the exam
room. Erickson relayed questions between
the health officials and the patient.
“Then the CDC, they talked among
themselves, and decided this might be
Patient Zero in the United States,” Erickson said. They told him to put on his N95
mask, face shield, and other personal
protective equipment to collect oral,
nasal, and blood samples from his
patient. A health department officer
placed the samples in a biohazard box
and sent it to the CDC in Atlanta.
Meanwhile, Erickson sent the patient
home with a mask, gloves, and orders to
quarantine.
On Monday, Erickson returned to
work at the family clinic. The next day,
the CDC called him back with more
orders: “You need to stop what you’re
doing. Turn your computer off and go
home. Put your mask on. Put your gloves
on.” Then he found out the patient had
tested positive for the new coronavirus.
The CDC ordered Erickson, and three
colleagues from the urgent care clinic
who came in contact with Patient Zero,
to quarantine for two weeks. The CDC
began contact tracing the man’s movements since his arrival in the United
States. By this time, the man had been
admitted to Providence Regional Medical
Center for treatment.
Erickson tested negative for the virus,
but a week later he developed a headache
and a slight fever. As more news of the
deadly virus came out of Wuhan, he grew
concerned. It caused him to take stock
of his faith: Did he truly believe God was
who He said He is? “If I believe in a God
that is all-knowing, all-powerful, yet
loving, I have nothing to fear,” Erickson
said. “That’s how my wife and I came to
our conclusion that even if I contracted
the disease and die, then my wife would
be OK because the Lord is in charge.”
Erickson never contracted the virus,
and Patient Zero recovered.
In his profession, Erickson is constantly reminded that he lives in a fallen
world with fallen people. Yet he says his
hope is in heaven: “There will be no illness.
There will be no tears. There will be no
sickness. That’s what I look for. That’s
where I will be. That was the comfort.”
94
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CORONAVIRUS
FROM A LAB?

Why scientists aren’t yet
dismissing the lab-origin theory
of the COVID-19 virus
by Heather L. Frank

S

INCE EARLY 2020, major news outlets and prominent scientists have dismissed the suggestion that the coronavirus
that causes COVID-19 originated in a laboratory, insisting
it arose naturally. Now, a growing number of scientists are
questioning that narrative.
On May 13, 18 virologists published a letter in Science
criticizing the World Health Organization’s joint investigation with China into the origin of the COVID-19 virus, also
known as SARS-CoV-2. “Although there were no findings
in clear support of either a natural spillover or a lab accident, the team assessed … a laboratory accident as ‘extremely
unlikely,’” they wrote. “Furthermore, the two theories were
not given balanced consideration.”
Studies published in 2015, 2016, and 2017 confirm that
a research team led by Shi Zhengli at China’s Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) was developing novel coronavirus
strains using a mixture of bat and SARS-associated viruses.
One of these coronaviruses could have infected a lab
worker, making the lab-origin theory plausible. According
to a recently disclosed U.S. intelligence report, three workers at WIV were hospitalized in November 2019 “with
symptoms consistent with both COVID-19 and common
seasonal illness.”

Shi Zhengli (left) works with researchers
at the Wuhan Institute of Virology.

The virologists who wrote the Science
letter aren’t alone in objecting to the
WHO-China investigation. A global team
of viral experts submitted open letters
to WHO in March and April calling for a
reinvestigation. “Nothing [the Chinese]
have said holds water,” one of the signers,
Milton Leitenberg, a biological weapons
expert at the University of Maryland, told
me. A March statement by the U.S. State
Department, backed by 13 additional
countries, said the WHO-China investigation was “significantly delayed and
lacked access to complete, original data
samples.” Even WHO’s director-general,
Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, admitted
the report’s data was incomplete.
Some experts have refused to dismiss
the lab-origin theory. David Relman, a
medical researcher at Stanford University, wrote a November 2020 opinion
CHINATOPIX VIA AP

piece in PNAS arguing researchers
couldn’t rule out the lab-leak scenario.
In June 2020, Leitenberg detailed eight
pieces of circumstantial evidence for
the lab-emergence theory in the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. Other
experts who have defended the
lab-emergence theory include biotech
entrepreneur Yuri Deigin, urologist
Alejandro Sousa, and microbiologist
Rossana Segreto.
Letters published in The Lancet and
Nature Medicine early in the pandemic
had promoted the natural-origin theory.
The five virologists who authored the
Nature Medicine piece wrote, “The evidence shows that SARS-CoV-2 is not a
purposefully manipulated virus.” The
Lancet piece labeled any theories suggesting COVID-19 did not originate naturally as “conspiracy theories.”
But Peter Daszak, who coordinated
the Lancet letter, has financial ties to the
Wuhan Institute of Virology. Daszak is
president of EcoHealth Alliance, a non-

profit research organization that has
partnered with WIV since 2004 to study
coronaviruses in Chinese bats. Between
2014 and 2019, WIV received $598,000
from EcoHealth Alliance.
China has also been suspiciously
uncooperative. Chinese officials refuse
to release WIV’s research records, and
they deleted over 300 WIV studies from
the web. “And of course they arrested
people who tried to report in the first
week or two, citizen bloggers and vloggers,” added Leitenberg. Also, no one
can find an animal infected with the original virus, which could explain how it
jumped to humans, despite Chinese
authorities testing tens of thousands of
animals.
While we still don’t know whether
the virus first infected humans in a laboratory or in nature, many scientists
agree the evidence is insufficient to rule
out a lab origin.
—Heather L. Frank is a graduate of the mid-career
WJI course
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A DIP
IN SUICIDES

He a l t h

Despite fears to the contrary, preliminary data
suggests U.S. suicides decreased amid the pandemic
by Charissa Koh

L
96

AST YEAR, A MIDDLE-AGED MAN came to stay at Honey
Lake Clinic, a Florida mental health treatment center, after
having suicidal thoughts. Christian psychologist Karl Benzio remembers the man said he had attempted suicide in
the past and worried he would have another serious attempt.
“I look at suicidal thoughts as a person saying, ‘I don’t
want to live life this way anymore,’” Benzio explained. “I’m
like, ‘That’s awesome! There are a whole lot of better ways
that you can live life.’” The client agreed—he didn’t want
to end his life; he wanted a new life. With medication and
therapy, Benzio was able to help him control his depression.
After the pandemic began, Benzio saw a growing need
for services targeting suicidal patients. His center opened
an adolescent unit for 13- to 18-year-old females. “We had
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patients who came in more anxious, more
depressed because they had been isolated.” Fear of getting infected with
COVID-19 kept people in their homes and
even hesitant to seek medical care. These
patients tended to be in worse shape
when they finally did arrive for care.
Many other mental health workers
also feared the pandemic would fuel a
rise in suicide, yet in late March this year
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention released preliminary mortality
data from 2020 that showed suicide
dropped nearly 6 percent. Some experts
believe this number is misleading, but
others are optimistic.
ILLUSTRATION BY STEPHANIE DALTON COWAN

The last decade has seen U.S. suicides
consistently rise and—until 2020—make
the list of the Top 10 leading causes of
death. As the coronavirus spread in the
United States and states began locking
down, concern rose about the restrictions’ impact on mental health. Calls to
suicide hotlines and mental health crisis
lines spiked in the spring. A June 2020
CDC survey revealed increased suicide
ideation, especially among young adults
and essential workers. Medical examiners
began reporting increased deaths from
drug overdoses.
Fieldstone Counseling, a Biblical
counseling center in northeast Ohio, had
at least 200 more sessions per month on
average, said director Jonathan Holmes.
Through virtual sessions, Holmes said,
the counselors saw many children and
teens who said they had considered suicide as they felt disconnected from
friends and wrestled with increased anxiety and depression.
He remembers one girl, a senior in
high school, who had to be institutionalized after a suicide attempt. She struggled
with anxiety in part as a side effect of the
seizure medication she took. During the
pandemic, not only was she unable to see
her psychologist, she also missed going
to school and playing soccer.
The girl received counseling through
Fieldstone as one part of her care: “We
were talking to her about anxiety, some
coping strategies,” Holmes said. Besides
helping clients like her learn about
resources such as trusted adults, the
national suicide hotline, and local health
providers, the counselors try to communicate love and care.
“We also try to normalize their struggles,” said Holmes. “We suffer. That’s the
nature of the broken world we live in. It’s
OK to feel the way you’re feeling. There
were many people in Scripture who
wanted to kill themselves. … Normal
human beings like you and I.”
In the first three months of 2021,
Fieldstone has seen a 53 percent increase
in clients from the year before—many
people struggling with grief at losing
loved ones during the pandemic.
The CDC typically takes a year to
release mortality data, but on March 31,
2021, the CDC said it wanted to provide
preliminary data that could be useful in

PEOPLE WERE
MORE INTENTIONAL
ABOUT STAYING
MORE CONNECTED.

evaluating the pandemic. As the year
goes on, states will provide more information through autopsy reports and
cause of death investigations.
Both Benzio and Holmes were surprised to see the drop in suicide numbers,
a phenomenon that didn’t match up with
what they saw in their centers. Benzio
believes suicides likely did increase last
year but were undercounted. Overdoses
and accidental injuries were up—both
categories that can overlap with suicides.
Someone might not leave a note, or a
family might not report a death as suicide
because of the stigma. Some people also

stop caring for their health and end up
dying as a result, although those aren’t
counted as suicides.
But Dan Reidenberg, executive director of Suicide Awareness Voices of Education, said the dip made sense. He noted
more people had access to healthcare
thanks to telemedicine, and although it
seems counterintuitive, he saw people
staying in touch with each other more.
“People were more intentional about
staying more connected,” Reidenberg
said. People reached out to family and
friends through social media and phone
calls. They found practical ways to serve
each other, such as by delivering food or
medicine. Media messaging highlighted
ways people were struggling, and people
thought about others in their circles who
might need help. (Stimulus checks also
likely reduced economic stress for some.)
While he recognizes the CDC numbers are still provisional and could
change, Reidenberg was encouraged to
see people talking seriously and openly
about how they were struggling, another
thing that promotes connection. “Ideally,
it would be wonderful if we could all
continue that,” he said. “It really made
a difference in people’s lives.” 
—If you or someone you love is struggling with
suicidal thoughts, call the National Suicide
P revention Lifeline at 1-800-273-8255, or text
RemedyLIVE at 494949.
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A SPIKE
IN SUICIDES

He a l t h

After a decade of dropping suicide rates in Japan,
the COVID-19 pandemic led to an increase
by Onize Ohikere

A
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SAKO EGUCHI, WHO WORKS PART-TIME at a Japanese government-sponsored, texting-based counseling service, said
she saw an uptick in counseling requests beginning last
February when the coronavirus pandemic forced schools
and some businesses to close.
One anonymous teenage girl sent her a message through
the Line app saying she was already meeting with a psychiatrist before the pandemic hit but the school closures
and freeze on after-school activities made her even more
unstable. She told Eguchi she didn’t feel better despite
taking her medications. She felt no one cared about her
and couldn’t understand why she had to continue living.
Eguchi, a licensed Christian counselor, listened to the
girl pour out her emotions via text and shared enough advice
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to calm her down. But she felt a deeper
tug to do more for her: “For this teenage
girl, there’s probably no one else in all of
Japan right now who is praying for her.”
The world’s third-largest economy,
Japan has long battled one of the highest
suicide rates in the industrialized world.
Residents contend with overwork as well
as heavy social pressures that have led
hundreds of thousands of Japanese people to turn into social recluses known as
hikikomori.
While government initiatives and aid
groups helped bring down the numbers
in the past few years, the pandemic and
ensuing lockdowns have exacerbated the
ILLUSTRATION BY STEPHANIE DALTON COWAN

situation. Japan last year recorded a 4.5
percent rise in suicides for the first time
in 11 years, according to a March report
by Japan’s National Police Agency. Suicides
among women saw a 15 percent jump.
Women often work in some of the
hardest-hit industries, including tourism,
retail, and food services. Researchers
said the pandemic not only added pressure on working mothers and housewives, but also may have led to a jump
in domestic violence cases. Several mothers Eguchi counseled expressed guilt and
shame during recent counseling sessions.
“As more people are staying inside the
house, a lot of the burden and responsibility falls on the mother,” she said.
Single women also felt more loneliness
amid pandemic restrictions, said Chiaki
Abe, a psychologist in Tokyo. About 1 in
5 women lives alone in Japan’s capital.
During online sessions, Abe said,
many of her patients complained of isolation: “The personal issues such as relationship issues or career issues or cultural
adjustments were there prior to COVID19. But COVID-19 intensified their depression, anxiety, and sense of loneliness.”
At least six Japanese celebrities also
took their lives last year, including actor
Akira Kubodera, 43, whom first responders found unresponsive inside his Tokyo
apartment on Nov. 13. After each celebrity death, Eguchi found more clients
talking about or considering suicide.
The topic of suicide remains largely
taboo in Japan, but the government’s
response began shifting public perceptions in the 2000s. In 2006, lawmakers
passed a national policy on suicide prevention. The allocation of government
funds toward suicide awareness campaigns
has pushed down the number of suicides
since 2009. Abe noted that Tokyo now has
24 lifeline services and most schools now
operate student counseling centers.
In February, Japanese Prime Minister
Yoshihide Suga appointed Tetsushi Sakamoto as the “minister of loneliness” to
respond to the rising suicides. “I hope to
promote activities that prevent loneliness
and social isolation and protect the ties
between people,” Sakamoto told reporters. Britain is the only other nation to set
up a similar office in 2018.
Despite the official response, Abe
believes suicide cases have persisted

THE TOPIC OF
SUICIDE REMAINS
LARGELY TABOO
IN JAPAN.

because Japan still struggles with a
shame culture where people are unwilling to seek help for mental health issues.
One male client sought Abe’s services
one year after he started to battle depression, delaying because he thought counseling was only for crazy people.
Eguchi said the culture of shame also
points to a need for Christian counseling, an area that is lacking in the country. She knows of fewer than 10
professional Christian counselors in
Japan. In 2018, she led a Biblical counseling program for 19 participants
through the Christ Bible Institute (CBI),

where she earned her theology degree.
Brett Rayl, CBI’s Japan director, said
church leaders are often hesitant to offer
counseling services as many of them
never received any counseling training
themselves. Yet Rayl sees things changing:
The institute launched a Christian Counseling for Japan project last year for its
students and opened it to other church
leaders. Some 30 students enrolled, double their average class size. Rayl said the
pandemic forced them to halt the program, but they plan to resume it this fall.
CBI also translated and printed 5,000
copies of a book on Biblical counseling
by Paul David Tripp—10 times more than
their publisher’s typical slot for evangelical books. They gave out all the copies
and are currently halfway through a second batch.
“There is a hunger and desire for training, resources, and support,” Rayl said.
Although Eguchi can’t directly share
her faith while working with clients on
the text-in service, she says it still gives
her a solid foundation to walk with people in their pain and sorrow, following
the example of Jesus.
“What they really need to know is
that their worth is in someone that was
willing to die for them,” she said. “Even
if they do have shame or guilt, there’s
someone who took that all upon Himself
and went to the cross for them.”
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MORE
VACCINATION
QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

Addressing concerns about
mRNA vaccines, adverse reactions,
and viral mutations
by Charles Horton, M.D.

I
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N THE MAY 22 ISSUE, we ran a coronavirus vaccine Q&A with Dr. Charles
Horton and invited readers to submit their own questions. Here’s a new
installment—and you can read more at wng.org/coronavirus_vaccine_Q&A.

Are there concerns about mRNA vaccines? Could it weaken the immune
system and its effectiveness in fighting against future viruses? Most of

the concerns I’ve seen stem from one of two issues. The first is that mRNA
vaccines haven’t been widely deployed before. The technology has existed,
but this is its first moment on the world stage. And the second is that we
don’t have long-term safety data. (One might fairly point out here that
we also don’t know the long-term effects of COVID-19 infection.)
It is not impossible for vaccines to alter the immune response in
undesirable ways, but those problems are better understood now: A 1967
incident with vaccines against a childhood respiratory bug (called respiratory syncytial virus, or RSV) brought those problems to light, and
vaccine developers now watch for similar problems in pre-market and
post-market testing.
A few scientists have hypothesized that the vaccines could weaken
immunity, either against COVID-19 or against other pathogens. Their
proven effectiveness against COVID-19 disproves the former idea, and
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there is as yet no evidence of the latter.
Will the mRNA vaccine change your
DNA? No. Part of the public confusion on

this issue is that RNA sounds a lot like DNA.
The full version sounds even more similar:
DNA is deoxyribonucleic acid, whereas
RNA just lops off the “deoxy” prefix. But
the difference is huge: DNA is the master
copy of your body’s genetic code. RNA is
an intermediate step in making proteins
from DNA instructions. It serves as a messenger (and yes, that’s the “m” in “mRNA”).
How can you trust a vaccine when we do
not yet know what its long-term effects
are? I’ll say here what I say to my patients

before a procedure: The chance of things
going badly wrong is never zero with any
human endeavor, but it can be very low.
If by “trust” we mean absolute certainty

Are there many adverse reactions to the
vaccines that aren’t being reported? As

A medical assistant applies
pressure to a piece of gauze after
Jacob Conary received his first
shot of the COVID-19 vaccination
in Auburn, Maine.

ROBERT F. BUKATY/AP

that nothing will go wrong with anyone
taking it, we’re setting an impossibly
high bar: We deal with side effects from
antibiotics frequently, but that wouldn’t
make us withhold them from patients
who need them.
This isn’t at all the same as saying the
vaccines are untested, and we’ve learned
a lot about the vaccines both from the
phase 3 studies (the large studies done
before the Food and Drug Administration’s emergency use authorization) and
from the phase 4 studies (the post-marketing surveillance). Remember, the
phase 3 studies started last summer: The
first study patients who received those
vaccines are coming up on their first
anniversary of their shots. None of this
completely excludes the possibility of
problems cropping up later, but it makes
it highly unlikely as time passes.

with many vicious rumors, this one contains a kernel of truth, but that kernel is
being twisted to produce a very inaccurate result. Much of the concern has
arisen when people misinterpret data
from VAERS, or the Vaccine Adverse
Event Reporting System. This system,
which collects everything people submit
to avoid missing important trends, is only
as good as its submissions. (One
researcher famously demonstrated this
by filing, and later withdrawing, a report
that a vaccine had caused him to turn
into the Incredible Hulk.)
Keep in mind that the vaccine doesn’t
provide much protection until a few
weeks after the first dose and that
VAERS collected submissions on millions of frail elderly people during a
pandemic. A COVID-19 death one week
after the vaccine could well be filed with
VAERS as “death after the vaccine.” It
would be a death, and it would be after
the vaccine. But it’s not a death from
the vaccine.
This nuance has led to one persistent
theme in internet disinformation, holding that the FDA is somehow hiding large
numbers of vaccine-related deaths. But
supposing that this was the case, clearly
people would be missing with relatives
demanding answers. We’re not seeing
this.
Why aren’t the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and medical providers including those who have had
COVID-19 and have a positive IgG test
for antibodies to be in the same category
as the fully vaccinated? The CDC had

initially appeared reluctant to do that,
largely due to concerns about how long
antibodies remain. Reassuring evidence
has recently come in from two large,
well-run British studies. Yet those two
studies took place before viral variants
became commonplace in the United
Kingdom, so questions remain. With that
said, I do think that as time passes, vaccinated people and people who have
recovered from COVID-19 will likely
come to be seen as having a similar risk
of symptomatic COVID-19 disease.
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My bit at the polls
Fear of man is no reason to
pass on God’s adventures

O

N MAY 18 I WORKED THE POLLS for candidates
who didn’t have a snowball’s chance in July
of winning. Pavement-pounding politics is
not my bag, but a neighbor recommended
me to Myron, a good man who keeps running
for school board and keeps experiencing the
snowball-in-July effect.
I agreed to stand in front of Glenside
Memorial Hall and hand out sample ballots because
Myron had asked months ahead, and agreeing to a good
deed months ahead always confers warm, self-affirming
feelings while also being distant enough to confer an
air of unreality.
I arrived before 7 a.m., when the world was fresh
and new and all. It is good to be the first person to arrive
at a place that intimidates you. You are able to see the
venue in all its lonely desolation and to remember that
one day it will return to lonely desolation, once every
strident voice has fallen silent, and any boneheaded
thing I do there will shrink to a drop in the ocean of
the human drama.
OK, maybe I was overreacting. But soon she showed
up, the woman who would be working on opposite sides
from me. She (wife of our many-termed local representative) was pleasant enough, but it was clear who held
court. She came with the folding card table, folding
chair, armfuls of literature. And all the lawn signs
sprawled on the horseshoe-shaped driveway were hers.
I had a mere dozen sample ballots to distribute over
five hours, so low were the expectations in our camp.
Truth be told, I feared people’s faces—the way they
change from friendly to unfriendly when at first you
approach and they expect you to be on their side and
then they learn you’re not. I don’t like being disliked,
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I DON’T LIKE BEING
DISLIKED, BUT EVEN WORSE
THAN BEING DISLIKED IS
BEING LIKED FOR FIVE
SECONDS, THEN DISLIKED.

but even worse than being disliked is being liked for
five seconds, then disliked. God knows the fear of rejection in people’s faces because he addresses it with Ezekiel: “Behold, I have made your face as hard as their
faces. … Like emery harder than flint I have made your
forehead. Fear them not, nor be dismayed at their looks”
(Ezekiel 3:8-9).
Again, I overreact. For as the Lord also said, “If you
have raced with men on foot, and they have wearied
you, how will you compete with horses?” (Jeremiah
12:5). Any rejection I encounter today will be literally
from “men on foot.” If I faint now, what will I do when
real persecution comes?
On the previous four occasions of my glorified doorman job, our team had had an abysmal showing. I am
happy to report that this improved today from abysmal
to merely miserable. Moreover, the invective I expected
was somewhat tamped down—unless I have developed
antibodies to it unawares in those former gigs.
By 9 o’clock I had shed the coat. By 10:30 I had shed
the hoodie. I was feeling comfortable all over. I even
met a few kindred spirits, whom I would not have if I
hadn’t manned my post and who seemed as happy to
know me as I was them. I met a Messianic Jew of likeminded affiliation. I met an escapee from San Francisco
who nearly hugged me.
If you have ever stood in the same place for a long
time, you will understand what I mean when I say that
after several hours in one spot all fear and inhibition
fly away, like the time my brother and I were stranded
at the same highway exit from Paris for six hours before
a car finally picked us up. I now felt as at home as the
lady with the card table, because I also remembered
what Paul said our attitude should be in this land of
exile:
“For all things are yours, whether … the world or
life or death or the present or the future—all are yours,
and you are Christ’s, and Christ is God’s” (1 Corinthians
3:21-23).
The Messianic Jew encounter will be continued. For
with God one adventure always leads to another.
EMAIL aseupeterson@wng.org
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Youthful dreams
Searching for the
magic fountain

I

N THE LAST ISSUE of WORLD each year we run
a long obituary section. Then we wait for letters
about how we missed famous actor Adonis
Smith or faithful servant Lazarus Jones. We
usually reply with apologies, not so much for
omitting a notable (one of my favorite cartoons
shows a man indignant to find himself in hell
because he had a long New York Times obit) but
for missing those likely to receive a “well done” in
heaven.
We did not miss the death in 2019 of Charles Reich,
but he had witnessed the death of his dreams. Reich
was the one professor I had in college who wrote a New
York Times No. 1 bestseller, The Greening of America
(1970). Charlie partly wrote the book by sitting in college dining halls and listening to students advocating
what he called “the revolution of a new generation”
that would “change the political structure.” He said a
new consciousness would overturn both Christianity
and capitalism.
A young Houston journalist told me recently he
wished he could live in Reich’s time, when demonstrations were much bigger than those last June after
George Floyd’s death. Now that I’m an old guy, I told
him how strange the late ’60s were: a time when professors sat at the feet of 20-year-olds and fawned over
the purported pearls dropping from their (and, embarrassingly, my) lips.
That was an upside-down era, and today’s times are
like it. The job of old folks upon hearing young ideas
is to say That’s interesting, but wait a minute, have
you thought of this? Sometimes, grown-ups should
groan. Last summer, though, as in 1970, elders often
acted like cheerleaders. Some who issued a fountain of
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HE SAID A NEW
CONSCIOUSNESS WOULD
OVERTURN BOTH
CHRISTIANITY AND
CAPITALISM.

praise for exuberant rants and chants seemed to be
searching for a fountain of youth.
Current practice reminds me of one of my favorite
children’s books, The Magic Fountain by Sadyebeth
and Anson Lowitz, published in 1935. It has great drawings and scholarly analysis that begins this memorable
way: “There once lived an old, old man who had nearly
everything he wanted. His name was Ponce de Leon. …
He had gold and jewels, soldiers and sailors, a palace
and servants and beautiful clothes. … Yet he was most
unhappy.”
You may remember the saga: Aging Ponce searches
for a fountain of youth. He visits island after island, and
then Florida, “but, alas, he never found a fountain that
would make him young again. Nor, indeed, has anyone
else.” Sad, maybe, but then we come to a delightful
picture of old folks running full tilt past a sign announcing, THIS WAY TO THE MAGIC FOUNTAIN. The authors
conclude that Ponce de Leon “must have been a very
foolish man.”
Why? Because “if there ever were such a fountain,
everyone would hurry to bathe in it and drink its sparkling water. Your grandfather and your grandmother
… would all be just as young as you are. No one in the
whole wide world would ever grow old and the earth
would be filled with little children.” Here’s the great
closing sentence, under a picture of a closed bank and
an out-of-business toy store: “Who, then, would make
our money or mend our clothes, cook our meals or read
us stories, and who would buy us any toys?”
In 1970 I and other students with wealthy parents
or (in my case) scholarships could still enjoy cooked
meals, story time, and toys. Reich’s class was a wild ride
in which we could hug libertine socialism and garner
praise: I cut up pictures from old Red Sox yearbooks
and received an excellent grade. Reich’s personal ride
became harder: Four years later he moved to San Francisco, declared himself gay, and largely disappeared
from public life.
In 2010 the Canadian Broadcasting Company
tracked down Reich and asked whether he still drank
from a fountain of young people’s hope. He complained
that “at the moment it’s viewed as something like a
fantasy or a dream that people woke up from with a
headache.”
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